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Case Summary 
 

 
 
Overview 

HOLDINGS: [1]-A federal prisoner was properly denied 

habeas relief on his ineffective assistance of counsel 

claim where there was no reasonable probability that 

the jury would have returned a different sentencing 

verdict if the additional mitigating evidence that he 

submitted during the state habeas proceeding had been 

presented at trial. Specifically, the prisoner's childhood 

was not so harmful or horrific that it would have reduced 

his moral culpability, and he failed to make a convincing 

connection between his childhood and his actins on the 

night of the murder. 

 
Outcome 

The denial of lee's petition for a writ of habeas corpus is 

affirmed. 

 

LexisNexis® Headnotes 

 
Criminal Law & 

Procedure > ... > Appeals > Standards of 

Review > De Novo Review 

 
Criminal Law & 

Procedure > ... > Jurisdiction > Custody 

Requirement > In Custody Requirement 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Custody 

Requirement > Custody 

Determinations > Satisfaction of Custody 

 
HN1[ ]  Standards of Review, De Novo Review 

 
Federal courts are authorized to grant habeas corpus 

relief to a state prisoner only on the ground that he is in 

custody in violation of the Constitution or laws or treaties 

of  the  United  States.   28  U.S.C.S.  §  2254(a).  An 

appellate  court  reviews  a  district  court's  denial  of 

habeas relief under 28 U.S.C.S. § 2254 de novo. 

 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Order & Timing of 

Petitions > Statute of Limitations > Antiterrorism & 

Effective Death Penalty Act 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Standards of 

Review > Contrary & Unreasonable 

Standard > Contrary to Clearly Established Federal 

Law 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Standards of 

Review > Contrary & Unreasonable 

Standard > Unreasonable Application 

 
HN2[ ]  Statute of Limitations, Antiterrorism & 

Effective Death Penalty Act 

 
As  amended  by  the  AEDPA,   28  U.S.C.S.  §  2254(d) 

limits the power of federal courts to grant relief on a 

claim that was denied on the merits by a state court to 
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occasions where the state court's decision was contrary 

to, or involved an unreasonable application of, clearly 

established Federal law, as determined by the United 

States  Supreme  Court  or  was  based  on  an 

unreasonable determination of the facts in light of the 

evidence presented in the State court proceeding. A 

state court's decision is contrary to clearly established 

federal law if the state court either reaches a conclusion 

opposite to the United States Supreme Court on a 

question of law or reaches a different outcome than the 

Supreme  Court  in  a  case  with  materially 

indistinguishable facts. Under the unreasonable 

application clause, a federal habeas court may grant the 

writ if the state court identifies the correct governing 

legal principle from Supreme Court precedents but 

unreasonably applies that principle to the facts of the 

prisoner's case. 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Order & Timing of 

Petitions > Statute of Limitations > Antiterrorism & 

Effective Death Penalty Act 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Standards of 

Review > Contrary & Unreasonable 

Standard > Unreasonable Application 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Habeas 

Corpus > Review > Burdens of Proof 

 
HN3[ ]  Statute of Limitations, Antiterrorism & 

Effective Death Penalty Act 

 
To  grant  relief  under  the  unreasonable  application 

clause of  28 U.S.C.S. § 2254(d), a federal court must 

find that the state court's decision was objectively 

unreasonable, not merely wrong; even clear error will 

not suffice. This means that to obtain federal habeas 

relief, a state prisoner must show that the state court's 

ruling on the claim being presented in federal court was 

so lacking in justification that there was an error well 

understood and comprehended in existing law beyond 

any possibility for fair-minded disagreement. 
 
 
 

Constitutional Law > ... > Fundamental 

Rights > Criminal Process > Assistance of Counsel 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Counsel > Effective 

Assistance of Counsel > Tests for Ineffective 

Assistance of Counsel 

HN4[ ]  Criminal Process, Assistance of Counsel 

 
To prevail on a  Sixth Amendment ineffective-assistance 

claim, a defendant is required to make the familiar two- 

pronged showing required by the Strickland standard: 

First, the defendant must show that counsel's 

performance was deficient. This requires showing that 

counsel made errors so serious that counsel was not 

functioning as the counsel guaranteed the defendant by 

the   Sixth  Amendment.  Second,  the  defendant  must 

show that the deficient performance prejudiced the 

defense. This requires showing that counsel's errors 

were so serious as to deprive the defendant of a fair 

trial, a trial whose result is reliable. Because the 

defendant must make the required showing on both 

prongs of the Strickland test, a court may conduct its 

inquiry in any order and need not address both 

components of the test if the petitioner's showing falls 

short on either one. In particular, where it is easier to 

avoid assessing counsel's performance and resolve the 

petitioner's claim on the ground that he has not made a 

sufficient showing of prejudice, courts are encouraged 

to do so. 
 
 
 

Constitutional Law > ... > Fundamental 

Rights > Criminal Process > Assistance of Counsel 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Counsel > Effective 

Assistance of Counsel > Tests for Ineffective 

Assistance of Counsel 

 
HN5[ ]  Criminal Process, Assistance of Counsel 

 
To show prejudice under the Strickland standard, the 

defendant must show that there is a reasonable 

probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, 

the result of the proceeding would have been different. 

A reasonable probability is a probability sufficient to 

undermine confidence in the outcome. This does not 

require a showing that counsel's actions more likely than 

not altered the outcome, but the difference between 

Strickland's prejudice standard and a more-probable- 

than-not standard is slight and matters only in the rarest 

case. And the likelihood of a different result must be 

substantial, not just conceivable. 

 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > Sentencing > Capital 

Punishment > Aggravating Circumstances 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Counsel > Effective 
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Assistance of Counsel > Sentencing 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Sentencing > Capital 

Punishment > Mitigating Circumstances 

 
HN6[ ]        Capital       Punishment,       Aggravating 

Circumstances 

 
In evaluating prejudice in a capital sentencing 

proceeding,   the  question   is  whether  there   is   a 

reasonable probability that, in the absence of counsel's 

errors, the sentencer would have concluded that the 

balance of aggravating and mitigating circumstances did 

not warrant death. The reviewing court must therefore 

reweigh  all  of  the  available  mitigating  evidence, 

including the newly gathered evidence presented in the 

habeas proceedings, against the evidence presented in 

aggravation. 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Order & Timing of 

Petitions > Statute of Limitations > Antiterrorism & 

Effective Death Penalty Act 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Habeas 

Corpus > Review > Scope of Review 

 
HN7[ ]  Statute of Limitations, Antiterrorism & 

Effective Death Penalty Act 

 
Under the AEDPA, the question before any federal court 

is not whether it would reach the same conclusion as 

the state court if it was to reweigh the evidence itself, 

but whether there is any possibility fair-minded jurists 

could disagree that the state court's decision conflicts 

with relevant United States Supreme Court precedents. 

If so, then the federal court lacks the authority to grant 

habeas relief. 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Order & Timing of 

Petitions > Statute of Limitations > Antiterrorism & 

Effective Death Penalty Act 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Habeas 

Corpus > Review > Scope of Review 

 
HN8[ ]  Statute of Limitations, Antiterrorism & 

Effective Death Penalty Act 

 
Even a strong case for habeas relief does not mean the 

state  court's  contrary  conclusion  was  unreasonable 

under 28 U.S.C.S. § 2254(d). 
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Judges: Before NEWSOM, GRANT, and ED CARNES, 

Circuit Judges. 

 
Opinion by: GRANT 

 

Opinion 
 
 
 
[*1009]  GRANT, Circuit Judge: 

 
James Allyson Lee, a Georgia prisoner sentenced to 

death for the murder of Sharon Chancey, appeals the 

district  court's  denial  of  his  federal  habeas  corpus 

petition,  filed  pursuant  to   28  U.S.C.  §  2254.  Lee 

contends that his attorneys violated his Sixth 

Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel by 

failing to adequately investigate and present mitigating 

evidence in the sentencing phase of his capital murder 

trial.   The   Georgia   Supreme   Court   rejected   Lee's 

ineffective-assistance   claim   in   state   postconviction 

proceedings on the ground that he failed to show that 

[*1010]  the allegedly deficient performance prejudiced 

him, as required under  Strickland v. Washington, 466 

U.S. 668, 104 S. Ct. 2052, 80 L. Ed. 2d 674 (1984). The 

district  court [**2]   found  that  the  Georgia  Supreme 

Court's decision was not an unreasonable application of 

federal  law  and  denied  Lee's   §  2254  petition.  After 

careful consideration, and with the benefit of oral 

argument, we affirm. 
 

I. 

A. 

One night in May 1994, after stealing several handguns 

from a gun shop and driving around for a while with his 

friend Shannon Yeoman, James Lee decided to steal 

his father's prized pickup truck, a 1992 Chevrolet 

Silverado. Lee later told the police that he wanted to kill 

his father—and probably would have if things had gone 

as   planned—because   his   father   had   abused   and 
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abandoned Lee and his mother when Lee was a child. 

The plan was for Yeoman to lure Lee's father out to a 

nearby highway by telling him that Lee needed help with 

a broken-down car. Putting the plan in motion, Lee 

dropped  off  Yeoman  near  the  trailer  park  where  his 

father lived and drove Yeoman's Toyota to the meeting 

place to wait. 

 
Right away, Lee's plan hit a snag: his father was out of 

town.  The  father's  live-in  girlfriend,  Sharon  Chancey, 

was home alone, but refused when Yeoman asked her 

to  drive  the  truck  to  help  Lee.  Lee,  meanwhile,  had 

really  been  "hoping  it  would  be  [his]  dad";  he  had 

worked himself up thinking [**3]  about the things that 

his father "had done to [Lee] when [he] was small and 

the things that he had done to [Lee's] mother, and the 

life that she chose from those things." When Yeoman 

reported that only Chancey was home, Lee "still had 

those emotions and those feelings going," and he 

thought, "You'll do." 

 
He sent Yeoman back to try again, telling her to insist 

that Chancey come out to help him with the supposedly 

broken-down old Toyota. When Chancey still refused, 

Lee went into the trailer himself to persuade her. Lee 

later said that Chancey was reluctant because Lee's 

father didn't like her driving his truck, but she eventually 

agreed to help. At trial, the parties disputed whether 

Chancey  left  the  trailer  voluntarily—she  was  wearing 

only a nightshirt and panties, had no shoes on, and had 

left her dentures at home, which was apparently 

something she never did. 

 
One way or another, at about 4:00 in the morning, 

Chancey  and  Yeoman  drove  in  the  prized  Silverado 

truck to Highway 84 near Blackshear, Georgia, where 

Lee had set his trap. After arriving, Chancey got out of 

the truck and walked over to the Toyota, and Lee used 

one of his stolen guns to shoot her in the face.1 

 
Lee picked up Chancey's [**4]  apparently lifeless body 

and  threw  her  in  the  back  of  the  Silverado.  After 

stopping for gas—with Chancey still half-naked and 

bleeding in the truck bed—Lee drove approximately 50 

miles to a remote area. He dragged Chancey out of the 

back  of  the  truck,  pulling  off  her  nightshirt  in  the 

process, and dumped her in the woods wearing only her 
 
 
 

1 Lee  consistently  maintained  that  he  walked  up  behind 

Chancey and shot her in the back of the head as she bent 

over to look into the Toyota. But the medical examiner testified 

that Chancey had been shot in the face, not in the back of the 

head. 

panties. Before leaving, Lee began to pull Chancey's 

rings off her fingers, and she grabbed his hand. Lee 

took out his gun and fired three more shots, hitting 

Chancey once more in the face and once in the 

abdomen. 

 
[*1011]  Lee and Yeoman left Chancey's body in the 

woods and drove the Silverado to Fernandina Beach, 

Florida, where Yeoman's family lived. Lee mentioned 

the murder to various friends and acquaintances that 

day, telling several people that the blood in the back of 

the truck was from a woman he'd killed, and at one point 

calling Chancey a "dead bitch[]." Apparently, none of his 

friends believed him. 
 
The police were easier to convince. That night, as Lee 

was driving with two of his friends in the Silverado, a 

Florida state trooper pulled him over for an equipment 

violation. Lee gave one of his friends a pistol and told 

him to "get out and shoot the cop," [**5]  but his friend 

dropped the pistol on the floor and kicked it under the 

seat. Meanwhile, the trooper discovered that the tag on 

the Silverado was registered to Yeoman's 1980 Toyota. 

He soon determined that the Silverado did not belong to 

any of its occupants, and that Chancey, whose purse 

and identification were in the Silverado, was missing. 

When questioned, Lee eventually confessed that he had 

killed Chancey and taken the truck. 

 
Lee later gave videotaped statements at the scenes of 

both shootings, describing how he had shot Chancey 

once on the side of the highway, and three more times 

after dumping her in the woods. He told the police that 

he had planned to kill his father and killed Chancey 

instead of him because she was there. 

 
Lee was charged with murder, kidnapping, armed 

robbery, theft by taking, possession of a firearm during 

commission of a felony, and possession of a firearm by 

a convicted felon. He pleaded not guilty and proceeded 

to trial in Charlton County, Georgia, where Chancey's 

body was found. The state elected not to prosecute the 

charge of possession of a firearm by a convicted felon, 

and the trial court granted Lee's motion for a directed 

verdict  for  lack  of  venue  on [**6]   the  charges  of 

kidnapping and theft. The jury found Lee guilty of the 

remaining charges. 

 
During the sentencing phase, the state presented 

evidence that at the time of the murder, Lee had been 

on probation for stealing a truck and breaking into a 

church two years earlier. The state also presented 

evidence that about two months before the murder, Lee 

and a man named Doug Gregory stole a car outside 
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Atlanta and drove it to Florida. There, Lee and four or 

five of his friends took Gregory out to an area called the 

Point and brutally beat him. Gregory testified that before 

the beating, Lee told his friends that there was going to 

be an "initiation," and that he "wanted to see blood, a lot 

of blood." Lee started the beating by hitting Gregory with 

a stick about the size of a baseball bat. He hit Gregory 

at least four times in the head with the stick, while his 

friends  beat  Gregory  with  more  sticks  and  a  metal 

folding chair until he was covered in blood from head to 

toe. After the beating, Lee threatened Gregory that if he 

went to the police, he "wasn't anything but a bullet." 

 
The state also presented evidence that while awaiting 

trial on the murder charge, Lee escaped from jail in 

Georgia, [**7]  stole a car and some clothes, and fled to 

Florida. After the police recaptured him, Lee gave yet 

another audiotaped statement in which he confessed to 

killing Chancey. For the first time, he claimed that he 

was on "acid" at the time of the murder. He also 

reiterated, however, that he had wanted to kill his father 

and insisted that he would still kill him, even if he were 

sober. He was angry; he said that his father beat his 

mother when he was little, and his mother turned to 

drugs when his father left them, so he never really had a 

mother or father. He also swore that he would kill the 

investigator and the GBI agent in charge of his murder 

case if he ever got the chance and  [*1012]  said that he 

would have shot at the police when he was arrested 

after the escape if he had had a gun. When asked if 

Chancey's murder was the first time that he had killed 

someone, he responded in the affirmative, but added 

more: "Yep. But, killing's so easy. Now that I've done it 

once, it wouldn't be hard doing it." He qualified this 

chilling statement by saying that he "wouldn't go out and 

do it" and he pointed out that he had not killed anyone 

besides Chancey, even when he'd had the opportunity. 

 
Lee presented the [**8]  testimony of seven mitigation 

witnesses: Denise Baxley, who was one of his 

elementary school teachers; Johnny Lee, his father; 

Melton Lloyd, his stepfather; Barbara Lloyd, his mother; 

Mavis Garrison, his house mother from the Boys' Ranch 

where he lived from the ages of 15 to 17; Daniel Grant, 

Ph.D., a psychologist who performed a battery of 

neuropsychological tests; and Lee himself. 

 
The first witness was Baxley, Lee's special education 

teacher for two years when he was seven to nine years 

old. Lee had been evaluated and placed in a class for 

severely emotionally disturbed students. Lee was very 

impulsive and had "some basic security problems." He 

also had trouble paying attention and was being treated 

with Ritalin for hyperactivity. Baxley testified that she 

conducted occasional home visits as part of the special 

education program, and she always found his home to 

be in "disarray"—whether he lived alone with his mother 

or with his grandparents. Parental involvement was an 

integral part of the special education program, but 

although Lee's mother participated to "the best of her 

ability probably," she never followed up on Baxley's 

suggestions  for  after-school  activities,  and  never 

really [**9]  provided any kind of authority figure for Lee. 

Baxley never observed Lee being cruel or mean to other 

people. 

 
Lee's father, Johnny Lee, testified that he had six 

children and had been married seven times. He was 

married to Lee's mother Barbara, but the two separated 

when Lee was about five years old. While they were 

married, Johnny and Barbara did "a lot of drinking" and 

"had fights," though Johnny testified that he could not 

remember hitting Barbara in front of Lee. Johnny 

abandoned Lee after the separation; he never visited 

him or paid much child support. Johnny did not project a 

sympathetic picture of himself as a father. But he was 

not able to project a sympathetic picture of Lee either; in 

fact, he admitted that if he were asked what Lee's good 

qualities were, he probably would not be able to name 

any. 

 
Several months before the murder, Johnny bailed Lee 

out of jail and Lee moved in with Johnny and Chancey 

for two or three months. As far as Johnny was aware, 

Chancey never said an unkind word to Lee. 

 
Lloyd, Lee's stepfather, moved in with Lee and his 

mother  Barbara  in  1984,  when  Lee  was  ten,  and 

married her three years later. Before he met Barbara, 

Lloyd  was  in  prison  for  12  years [**10]   for  second- 

degree murder. Lloyd and Barbara had a son, who was 

Lee's half-brother. According to Lloyd, Lee loved the boy 

and helped take care of him and look out for him when 

he was small. Lloyd testified that Lee had a good side 

and was worth saving. 

 
Lee's mother testified that she had Lee when she was 

19 years old. She frequently took narcotic pain 

medication while she was pregnant with Lee. She 

admitted that she had a long-term addiction to 

prescription drugs, but said that she "hope[d]" that she 

was a good mother to Lee despite her addiction. 

 
Lee's  father  left  when  Lee  was  young  and  never 

provided financial support. His  [*1013]  mother testified 

that she did the best she could on welfare, and that 

there  was  always  enough  food  to  eat.  Lee  and  his 
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mother lived with her parents until Lee was about six, 

and at one point, his mother left Lee with her parents for 

about a year and a half when she moved to Florida with 

a boyfriend. 

 
Lee was extremely hyperactive as a child and was 

placed in the special education program because of it. 

He couldn't sit still or concentrate; he barked like a dog 

and didn't talk until he was six years old. He took Ritalin 

until  he  was  seven  years  old,  when  someone  at 

the [**11]  county mental health center told Barbara that 

the Ritalin was actually making Lee's condition worse. 

 
When Lee was about 13 years old, his mother contacted 

the  Sheriff's  Boys'  Ranch  and  began  the  process  to 

have Lee admitted to the program. Lee spent two years 

at the Boys' Ranch, from age 15 to age 17. After the 

Boys' Ranch, Lee couldn't keep a job and just hung 

around the house. He never had many friends, but he 

was not mean or violent. Lee hated his father for 

abandoning him. 

 
Mavis Garrison, Lee's house mother at the Boys' Ranch, 

testified that Lee did well in the structured environment 

there. From what Lee and the social worker told her, 

Garrison thought that Lee's problems with authority and 

anger came from his home life, where there were "many 

problems," including drugs and alcohol. Lee was very 

angry with his father for abandoning him. He was also 

angry with his mother, who he thought had rejected him 

for his stepfather. Lee called Mr. and Mrs. Garrison 

"mom" and "pop"; he told Garrison that she had been 

more of a mother to him than anyone ever had. There 

were times that Lee became defensive or angry at the 

Boys' Ranch, but Garrison was never afraid of Lee, and 

he always came back [**12]  and reconciled with her 

after an argument, telling her that he loved her. Lee 

frequently returned to visit the Garrisons at the Boys' 

Ranch; he was married at the chapel there and the 

Garrisons held a wedding reception for him. Garrison 

became emotional during her testimony; she said that 

she loved Lee, that he was a "very loving and caring 

person," and that he was "very much worth saving." 
 
Dr. Grant testified that he spent 17 or 18 hours with Lee, 

conducting neuropsychological tests and interviewing 

him, and he reviewed school records covering 

kindergarten through sixth or seventh grade, including 

two school psychological evaluations. He also reviewed 

the  state  psychologist's  report  from  his  pretrial 

evaluation of Lee. Based on his evaluation, Dr. Grant 

testified that Lee was of low average intelligence and 

suffered from attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity 

and  polysubstance  abuse.  Lee's  attention  disorder 

meant that he had a hard time staying on task. It also 

meant that he was restless and impulsive, and had a 

hard  time  controlling  his  behavior.  Individuals  with 

ADHD are born that way, he said, although he did not 

suggest that the condition meant Lee was not 

responsible for [**13]  his behavior. Based on the early 

age of manifestation, Lee had a severe and more 

refractory case of ADHD; he had not grown out of his 

disorder. Dr. Grant also noted that people with early- 

onset ADHD were more likely to develop other 

psychopathologies—like oppositional defiance disorder, 

substance  abuse,  or  "shifting  of  moods"—but  adjust 

very well with a structured environment (such as prison) 

and medication. 

 
Dr. Grant testified that it would not be uncommon for 

someone with Lee's condition to lie or boast to project 

an image of bravado or toughness as a cover for their 

low self-esteem. In Lee's case, he acted  [*1014]  tough 

to cover his feelings of abandonment. Lee did not come 

across as mean or malicious in Dr. Grant's interviews, 

and Dr. Grant saw nothing in Lee's school records he 

reviewed to indicate that he had ever been aggressive 

toward people. When asked whether people with Lee's 

condition would be more likely to carry out their threats, 

Dr. Grant reiterated that those with hyperactivity had a 

hard time regulating and controlling their emotions and 

behavior. 

 
According to Dr. Grant, Lee's home environment made 

his condition much worse, because "starting very early 

in his life, there was [**14]  deprivation at times, where 

there wasn't even adequate food in the home, the 

abandonment by his father, that his father left. There 

was a lot of abuse, frequent changing and inconsistent 

rules or caregivers." None of Lee's early caregivers 

appeared to be a positive influence: "You know, he and 

his mother lived together for awhile, and she had a 

problem with substance abuse and was inconsistent in 

her behavior. A lot of times, he was left alone. Then, you 

know, they stayed with his grandparents, and there was 

some physical abuse as well as neglect." Still, Dr. Grant 

testified that one thing mattered even more to Lee: the 

absence of his father. As he explained it to the jury, 

"more importantly, what he talks about when I 

interviewed him, and what's in several of the school 

reports, is the fact of his being abandoned, especially, 

you know, with his father, of not having—And his father 

had other children later, and his father would participate 

with those children but wouldn't with Jamie, so there's a 

lot of—You know, that really had a very powerful 

negative impact on his development." 
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Against his attorneys' advice, Lee testified on his own 

behalf     at     sentencing.     Lee     testified     that     he 

"thought" [**15]   that  he  had  killed  Chancey,  but  he 

recalled shooting her in the back of the head as she 

leaned over to look into the Toyota, which did not line up 

with the evidence that she was shot in the face. For the 

first time, Lee disclosed that he had gone inside his 

father's home with Yeoman when her attempts to lure 

Chancey out were unsuccessful; he had previously told 

the police that he waited nearby while Yeoman finally 

persuaded Chancey. He said that he told Chancey that 

a friend (who "didn't want to be known") had given him a 

ride to the trailer and was waiting outside for him, but he 

still  needed  her to  bring  the  Silverado  and  help  him 

crank the broken-down car. 

 
Lee's testimony at sentencing was otherwise generally 

consistent  with  his  statements  to  the  police—he 

admitted that he and Yeoman lured Chancey out to the 

highway and that he shot her, dumped her body in the 

woods, and shot her again. This time, however, Lee 

insisted that Chancey was dead after he fired the first 

shot; he denied that her hand had moved after he 

dumped her body. He could not say why he had fired at 

her three more times, or why he had told the police that 

Chancey grabbed him. 

 
When asked why he shot Chancey, Lee said [**16]  that 

he was upset with his father because of "the things that 

he  had  done  to  [Lee]  when  [he]  was  small  and  the 

things that he had done to [Lee's] mother, and the life 

that she chose from those things." Lee said, "It upset 

me and it hurt me, and when she got there and it wasn't 

him, I still had those emotions and those feelings going, 

and they control me." Lee said that he was sorry he 

killed Chancey, more so since he had been baptized 

(while in prison) and realized that Christ died for him 

and for Chancey. He said that he liked Chancey, and 

that she had never been mean to him or done anything 

bad that he knew of. 

 
[*1015]  Lee also said that he would not really have 

shot at the police after he was pulled over or when he 

was recaptured after his escape from jail. He claimed 

that he had not really told his friend to shoot the police 

officer who pulled them over; he just told his friends to 

say that later so that they would not get in trouble. As for 

his statement to the police that it was easy to kill or that 

he wanted to kill his father, he denied that he meant that 

either—although, he added, he probably would have 

killed his father if he had been home that night. On 

cross-examination, Lee admitted [**17]  writing a letter 

to his girlfriend while he was in jail that said (of his 

father), "I hate him. I believe he knows it. I'll kill him if I 

ever get my hands on him, which will be never or in 

hell." 

 
Lee did admit that he participated in the beating of Doug 

Gregory, but denied that he said anything about an 

initiation and explained that Gregory had been spying 

on girls in the shower in the house where all of them 

were staying. He asked the jury to show mercy and 

sentence him to life with the possibility of parole, or at 

worst, life without parole. 

 
After deliberating for a little more than two hours, the 

jury returned a sentencing verdict of death. The jury 

found four statutory aggravating factors: (1) the murder 

was committed while the defendant was engaged in the 

commission of another capital felony (kidnapping with 

bodily injury); (2) the murder was committed while the 

defendant was engaged in the commission of another 

capital felony (armed robbery); (3) the defendant 

committed the murder for himself or for another for the 

purpose of receiving money or something of monetary 

value; and (4) the murder was outrageously or wantonly 

vile,  horrible,  or  inhumane,  in  that  it  involved 

aggravated [**18]  battery to the victim before death. 

 
The trial court sentenced Lee to death for murder, life in 

prison for armed robbery, and five years consecutive for 

the firearm charge. See  Lee v. State, 270 Ga. 798, 799 

n.1, 514 S.E.2d 1 (1999). The Georgia Supreme Court 

unanimously affirmed Lee's convictions and sentences, 

and the U.S. Supreme Court denied Lee's petition for 

certiorari and petition for rehearing. Id. at 803; Lee v. 

Georgia, 528 U.S. 1006, 120 S. Ct. 503, 145 L. Ed. 2d 

388 (1999) (Mem.), reh'g denied, 528 U.S. 1145, 120 S. 

Ct. 1001, 145 L. Ed. 2d 946 (2000) (Mem.). 
 

B. 
 
Lee filed a state petition for habeas corpus, arguing, 

among other things, that his trial counsel was 

constitutionally ineffective during the sentencing phase. 

At the evidentiary hearing on his petition, Lee's trial 

attorneys testified live and Lee presented numerous 

affidavits, as well as extensive school and medical 

records,  records  from  the  Boys'  Ranch,  and  records 

from the Department of Corrections. 

 
As relevant to the claim before us, Lee presented 

affidavits from relatives and neighbors testifying that 

Lee's mother abused and neglected him throughout his 

childhood.  According  to  these  witnesses,  his  mother 

was usually drunk or on drugs, with a different man or 

group  of  men  at  a  local  bar  or  hanging  around  the 
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house. Lee was described as constantly filthy and 

stinking, with lice in his hair, wearing filthy [**19]  rags, 

and  with  rotting  teeth,  a  sign  of  possible 

malnourishment. He begged for food from neighbors, 

telling them that he was hungry because he had worms. 

His home was also described as filthy, with dirty clothes, 

dishes, beer and prescription bottles, roaches, and 

garbage strewn everywhere. Lee complained to one 

relative that he had rats crawling in his bed. 

 
[*1016]  As a baby and toddler, Lee jumped and 

bounced in his crib constantly—likely as self-stimulation 

or to get his mother's attention—to the extent that he 

broke the crib more than once. His grandfather 

eventually reinforced it with two-by-fours nailed to the 

wall to form a kind of cage. As a toddler and a child, Lee 

was often left alone in the house, left in the car, or 

dropped  off  while  his  mother  went  out  to  bars  and 

stayed out overnight or for days at a time. Other times, 

Lee's  mother  sent  him  outside  and  told  him  that  he 

could not come back in until dark. 

 
According to the affidavit witnesses, Lee endured 

physical and emotional abuse in addition to neglect— 

and that abuse was described as constant and vicious. 

Lee's mother frequently "beat the crap" out of him, even 

as a toddler, slapping him hard enough to leave a mark, 

punching  him, [**20]   or  swinging  him  around  by  his 

hair, usually for little or no reason. She typically called 

him names like "little bastard" or "fuckhead," and yelled 

at him, again, with little or no provocation. Neighbors 

and family members said that they never really heard 

Lee's mother say anything nice to him or saw her hold 

him or play with him. One relative could not remember 

Lee's mother ever speaking to him in a normal voice— 

she always yelled at him, even if he was a few feet 

away, and would call him over to the couch to slap him. 

 
Witnesses described several specific instances of 

physical abuse, including one time when Lee was two 

years old and his mother slapped him hard across the 

face, leaving a mark. When his aunt protested, Lee's 

mother said that he was her child and she could do what 

she wanted to him—she could "take him by the feet and 

slap  him  up  against  the  wall  if  she  wanted  to,"  or 

"splatter the little motherfucker's brains everywhere" if 

she felt like it. Another witness described an incident 

when Lee was little (four or five years old) and grabbed 

his mother's shirt to get her attention. She responded by 

punching him in the mouth so hard that he flew 

backwards,   bleeding   from   his   mouth. [**21]    Other 

witnesses recalled similar instances of Lee's mother 

punching him with no provocation, knocking him down 

and  kicking  him  in  the  head,  or  cussing  him  out, 

slapping him, and sending him to his room when he 

asked for a glass of water. Lee's relatives described him 

as cowering and afraid of his mother, but loving and 

eager to please when she was not around. 

 
One of Lee's elementary school teachers reported Lee's 

mother to the state children's services agency after Lee 

came to school with welts on his arms and face that 

were "horrifying to view." To the teacher's knowledge, 

the agency did nothing in response to her complaint. 

 
Affidavits  presented  to  the  state  postconviction  court 

also indicated that Lee showed signs of emotional 

damage as a child. He often acted like a dog, panting 

and crawling on all fours and barking instead of 

speaking. This behavior went beyond normal play—so 

much so that it troubled those who saw it. In school, he 

often talked about how much he hated his father for 

leaving him and his mother alone, but also said that he 

wanted to see his father. In kindergarten, he would often 

slap and hit himself in the face and say that he wanted 

to kill himself. At home, he would [**22]  bang his head 

against the wall. As a preschooler, he once put his head 

under the tire of his mother's car. 

 
Based on the new information about childhood abuse 

and additional records provided by habeas counsel, Dr. 

Grant testified that his earlier diagnosis of ADHD was 

"wholly  inadequate  to  explain  or  define  Jamie's 

emotional and mental disabilities and how these 

disabilities related to the death of his father's girlfriend." 

Dr.   [*1017]   Grant  opined  that,  at  the  time  of  the 

murder, Lee was suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder as a result of the "repeated and savage abuse" 

he suffered at the hands of his own mother. 

 
Lee also presented the affidavit testimony of a new 

psychological  expert,  Catherine  Boyer,  Ph.D.,  who 

stated that Lee was "significantly impaired emotionally, 

psychologically, and cognitively" as a result of the abuse 

and neglect he suffered, and that "unlike most cases, 

there is a direct relationship between the neglect and 

abuse, the resulting impairments and the crime." 

 
The state habeas court granted Lee's petition, finding 

that Lee's trial counsel "rendered prejudicially deficient 

performance in investigating Mr. Lee's potential 

sentencing phase defenses and in preparing [**23]  and 

presenting the mitigation defenses counsel did utilize." 

The state court judge presiding over the habeas 

proceedings—a different judge than the one who 

presided over Lee's trial and imposed his sentence— 

explained  that  "Mr.  Lee's  early  life  bears  all  the 
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hallmarks of a strong mitigation case: a boy whose 

troubles began before he got out of the womb, he was 

born into a home rife with abuse, neglect, and trauma at 

the  hands  of  his  addicted  caregivers.  Nearly  every 

aspect of his early life was uniquely troubled; 

nevertheless, the State was able to argue credibly to the 

jury that Mr. Lee was like a million other kids with a 

learning disability and a single mom." 

 
The Georgia Supreme Court reversed in a unanimous 

opinion. See Hall v. Lee, 286 Ga. 79, 684 S.E.2d 868 

(2009). The Court discussed counsel's mitigation 

investigation and strategy with what seemed like 

approval, but ultimately decided that it need not address 

counsel's performance under Strickland because Lee 

had not made the required showing of prejudice.  Id. at 

81-86. 

C. 

Lee  filed  a  petition  for  federal  habeas  review  in  the 

Southern District of Georgia, pursuant to  28 U.S.C. § 

2254. The district court denied Lee's habeas petition but 

granted him a certificate of appealability on one issue: 

"whether [**24]      the     Georgia     Supreme     Court's 

determination—that Lee was not prejudiced by any 

deficiency on the part of Lee's trial counsel in 

investigating, developing, preparing, and presenting 

mitigating evidence at Lee's sentencing—involved an 

unreasonable application of clearly established Federal 

law or was based on an unreasonable determination of 

the facts in light of the evidence presented." 
 

II. 

 
HN1[ ] Federal courts are authorized to grant habeas 

corpus relief to a state prisoner "only on the ground that 

he is in custody in violation of the Constitution or laws or 

treaties of the United States."  28 U.S.C. § 2254(a). We 

review a district court's denial of habeas relief under  § 

2254  de  novo.   Brooks  v.  Comm'r,  Alabama  Dep't  of 

Corr., 719 F.3d 1292, 1299 (11th Cir. 2013). 

 
HN2[ ] As amended by the Antiterrorism and Effective 

Death Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA),  § 2254(d) limits 

the power of federal courts to grant relief on a claim that 

was denied on the merits by a state court to occasions 

where the state court's decision "was contrary to, or 

involved an unreasonable application of, clearly 

established Federal law, as determined by the Supreme 

Court  of  the  United  States"  or  "was  based  on  an 

unreasonable determination of the facts in light of the 

evidence  presented  in  the  State  court  proceeding." 

[*1018]  A state court's decision [**25]  is "contrary to" 

clearly established federal law if the state court either 

reaches a conclusion opposite to the Supreme Court of 

the United States on a question of law or reaches a 

different outcome than the Supreme Court in a case 

with "materially indistinguishable facts." Williams v. 

Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 412-13, 120 S. Ct. 1495, 146 L. 

Ed.  2d  389  (2000).  "Under  the  'unreasonable 

application' clause, a federal habeas court may grant 

the writ if the state court identifies the correct governing 

legal principle" from Supreme Court precedents "but 

unreasonably applies that principle to the facts of the 

prisoner's case." Id. at 413. 

 
Lee does not contend that the Georgia Supreme Court's 

decision was "contrary to" U.S. Supreme Court 

precedent, and there is no question that the state court 

correctly identified Strickland as establishing the 

applicable legal standard. See  Evans v. Sec'y, Dep't of 

Corr., 703 F.3d 1316, 1327 (11th Cir. 2013) (en banc). 

We must determine, therefore, whether the state court's 

decision involved an unreasonable application of the 

Strickland standard to the facts of Lee's case.2 HN3[ ] 

To grant relief under the "unreasonable application" 

clause, we must find that the state court's decision was 

"'objectively  unreasonable,'  not  merely  wrong;  even 

'clear error' will not suffice."  White v. Woodall, 572 U.S. 

415, 419, 134 S. Ct. 1697, 188 L. Ed. 2d 698 (2014) 

(quoting  Lockyer v. Andrade, 538 U.S. 63, 75-76, 123 S. 

Ct. 1166, 155 L. Ed. 2d 144 (2003)). This means that to 

obtain  federal  habeas [**26]   relief,  "a  state  prisoner 

must  show  that  the  state  court's  ruling  on  the  claim 

being presented in federal court was so lacking in 

justification that there was an error well understood and 

comprehended in existing law beyond any possibility for 

 
 
 
2 Lee  also  argues  that  the  Georgia  Supreme  Court  made 

unreasonable and clearly erroneous findings of fact. As 

relevant to our analysis, Lee contends that the Georgia 

Supreme Court erroneously discounted his new affidavit 

evidence because it found that "much of it" was properly 

excluded by the habeas court as hearsay or speculation. Lee 

concedes that some of the affidavit testimony may be hearsay, 

but he notes that the habeas court excluded only a small 

portion of what was challenged, not "much of it." Lee has not 

pointed to any specific relevant evidence that the Georgia 

Supreme Court discounted or declined to consider on this 

ground, however—indeed, the Court's opinion made specific 

references to its review of the new expert testimony and 

evidence of abuse that Lee relies on in this Court. Because 

Lee cannot show that the state court's decision "was based 

on" the challenged findings, they provide no basis for federal 

habeas  relief  whether  or  not  those  findings  were 

unreasonable. 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(2). 
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fairminded  disagreement."   Harrington  v.  Richter,  562 

U.S. 86, 103, 131 S. Ct. 770, 178 L. Ed. 2d 624 (2011). 

We proceed, therefore, by setting out the relevant legal 

standards  for  ineffective-assistance  claims  and 

reviewing the Georgia Supreme Court's application of 

those standards to the facts of Lee's case. 
 

III. 
 
HN4[ ] To prevail on his  Sixth Amendment ineffective- 

assistance claim, Lee was required to make the familiar 

two-pronged showing required by Strickland: "First, the 

defendant must show that counsel's performance was 

deficient.  This  requires  showing  that  counsel  made 

errors so serious that counsel was not functioning as the 

'counsel'   guaranteed   the   defendant   by   the    Sixth 

Amendment. Second, the defendant must show that the 

deficient performance prejudiced the defense. This 

requires showing that counsel's errors were so serious 

as to deprive the defendant of a fair trial, a trial whose 

result is reliable."  Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 

668, 687,  [*1019]  104 S. Ct. 2052, 80 L. Ed. 2d 674 

(1984). Because the petitioner must make the required 

showing on both prongs of the Strickland test, a court 

may conduct its inquiry in any order and need [**27]  not 

address both components of the test if the petitioner's 

showing  falls  short  on  either  one.   Id.  at  697.  In 

particular,  where  it  is  easier  to  avoid  assessing 

counsel's performance and resolve the petitioner's claim 

on the ground that he has not made a sufficient showing 

of prejudice, courts are encouraged to do so. Id. 

 
That is the route that the Georgia Supreme Court took, 

and we too "begin and end our analysis with Strickland's 

prejudice prong."  Brooks, 719 F.3d at 1301.  HN5[ ] To 

show prejudice under Strickland, the "defendant must 

show that there is a reasonable probability that, but for 

counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the 

proceeding would have been different. A reasonable 

probability is a probability sufficient to undermine 

confidence in the outcome."  Strickland, 466 U.S. at 694. 

"This does not require a showing that counsel's actions 

'more likely than not altered the outcome,' but the 

difference between Strickland's prejudice standard and 

a more-probable-than-not standard is slight and matters 

'only in the rarest case.'"  Harrington, 562 U.S. at 111-12 

(quoting   Strickland,  466  U.S.  at  693,  697).  And  the 

"likelihood of a different result must be substantial, not 

just conceivable." Id. at 112. 

 
HN6[ ] In evaluating prejudice in a capital sentencing 

proceeding,   the  question   is  whether  there   is   a 

reasonable  probability [**28]   that,  in  the  absence  of 

counsel's errors, the sentencer "would have concluded 

that the balance of aggravating and mitigating 

circumstances did not warrant death."  Strickland, 466 

U.S. at 695. The reviewing court must therefore reweigh 

all of the available mitigating evidence, including the 

newly gathered evidence presented in the habeas 

proceedings, against the evidence presented in 

aggravation.  Wiggins v. Smith, 539 U.S. 510, 534, 536, 

123 S. Ct. 2527, 156 L. Ed. 2d 471 (2003). The Georgia 

Supreme Court conducted this exercise and concluded 

that it saw no reasonable probability that the jury would 

have returned a different sentencing verdict if the 

additional mitigating evidence that Lee submitted during 

the  state  habeas  proceeding  had  been  presented  at 

trial. Lee, 286 Ga. at 87-97. 

 
Lee argues that this decision was an unreasonable 

application of Strickland because in reaching its 

conclusion, the state court unreasonably discounted his 

new mitigating evidence and overstated the evidence in 

aggravation.    HN7[ ]   We   do   not   agree—and   we 

reiterate that under AEDPA, the question before any 

federal court is not whether we would reach the same 

conclusion as the state court if we were to reweigh the 

evidence ourselves, but whether there is any "possibility 

fairminded jurists could disagree that the state court's 

decision conflicts [**29]  with" relevant Supreme Court 

precedents.  Harrington, 562 U.S. at 102. If so, then we 

lack the authority to grant habeas relief. Id. at 102-03; 

see Brooks, 719 F.3d at 1300. 

 
Here there is, at the very least, room for debate. To 

begin, this is not a case where the jury had no mitigation 

evidence to consider at sentencing. Although Lee's trial 

presentation lacked the vivid detail provided by his 

habeas witnesses, the jury heard that Lee was 

disadvantaged, neglected, and abused throughout his 

childhood.  They   learned   that  Lee's   parents  drank 

heavily and fought violently when he was little, and that 

Lee's mother abused prescription drugs, smoked 

marijuana,  [*1020]  and neglected Lee to the point that 

he didn't always have enough to eat. They heard about 

Lee's placement in a class for severely emotionally 

disturbed children, his basic security issues, and his 

behavioral   problems.   Dr.  Grant   testified   that   Lee 

endured "a lot of abuse," including physical abuse as 

well as neglect, and that his emotional and behavioral 

problems were made much worse by his home 

environment. The jury also heard that people with Lee's 

condition tended to be boastful, and had difficulty 

controlling their emotions and behavior. 

 
In addition to describing Lee's impoverished and difficult 
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childhood [**30]  and psychological condition, some of 

Lee's sentencing-phase witnesses also gave positive 

testimony about his character as an adult. Lee's 

stepfather testified that Lee was close to and helped 

care for his young stepbrother, and Lee's housemother 

from the Boys' Ranch spoke of him with genuine and 

tearful affection. 

 
The affidavit testimony submitted to the state habeas 

court added to this somewhat basic picture by providing 

graphic and horrifying descriptions of the physical and 

emotional  abuse  and  neglect  Lee  endured  at  his 

mother's hands—details showing a frequency and 

severity of abuse that was only hinted at during Lee's 

trial presentation. These details led Dr. Grant to 

retroactively diagnose Lee with PTSD, and Lee's new 

expert witness testified that Lee's emotional problems 

likely contributed to his involvement in the murder. 

 
Still, the Georgia Supreme Court's decision that the 

combined weight of Lee's mitigating evidence would not 

have changed the sentencing verdict was not objectively 

unreasonable.  The  state  court  discussed  Lee's 

mitigating  evidence,   old   and   new,   in   detail   and 

concluded that the frequent slaps, occasional punches 

or kicks, neglect, and verbal abuse described by [**31] 

Lee's witnesses did not establish that his childhood was 

"so  harmful  or  horrific"  that  it  might  be  expected  to 

reduce Lee's moral culpability in the eyes of a jury.  Lee, 

286 Ga. at 87-92 (citing Wiggins, 539 U.S. at 538, in 

which the U.S. Supreme Court held that the defendant's 

evidence  of  torture,  severe  deprivation,  and  sexual 

abuse was reasonably likely to change the outcome at 

sentencing). 

 
The state court also pointed out that Lee's new expert 

testimony failed to make a convincing connection 

between  the  psychological  impact  of  his  childhood 

abuse and his actions on the night of the murder. Dr. 

Grant testified that the additional evidence of abuse 

would have enabled him to diagnose Lee with PTSD 

and explain the connection between Lee's PTSD and 

his crimes, but he never actually provided any such 

explanation. And Dr. Boyer's opinion that his "impaired 

impulse control, impaired emotional control, high levels 

of distress, and his inability to structure or stabilize his 

own life" made him "particularly vulnerable to 

involvement  in  the  murder"  was  not  meaningfully 

different from Dr. Grant's trial testimony that people like 

Lee with ADHD were impulsive and overactive, had 

problems with planning and organization, and had 

difficulty [**32]  controlling their emotions and behavior. 

Moreover, the aggravating evidence presented to the 

jury was substantial. This included evidence that Lee 

had planned to kill his father, and that when he found 

out that his father was not home, he decided that 

Chancey would make a good enough substitute— 

despite her past kindness to him. Lee's testimony at 

sentencing  also  revealed  that  when  Yeoman  was 

unable to convince Chancey to help, Lee himself went 

into the home to talk to her. The story that Lee says he 

gave Chancey to account for his presence—that he had 

a  [*1021]  mysterious friend with a car who did not want 

Chancey to see him and who was willing to drive Lee 

back and forth from the broken-down Toyota but was 

inexplicably unable to help him jump start it—was 

exceedingly flimsy. Lee's testimony that this unlikely tale 

persuaded Chancey to come out in the middle of the 

night cast a sinister light on the evidence that she left 

her home in panties and a nightshirt, barefoot and 

without her dentures, and it opened the door to the 

prosecutor's argument that she did not go voluntarily. 

 
The evidence also showed that, however Chancey got 

to the scene, the murder itself was cold-blooded and 

brutal—after [**33]  coaxing Chancey out of her home 

by telling her that he needed her help, Lee shot her in 

the face, drove her wounded and bleeding to the middle 

of nowhere, dumped her in the woods, and shot her 

again when she grabbed his hand. Lee showed no 

remorse  for  killing  Chancey—and  indeed,  bragged 

about it to his friends—until after he was caught. And 

finally,  the  state  presented  evidence  that  Lee  had 

brutally beaten a man months before the murder 

because he wanted to "see blood, a lot of blood," that 

he had tried to convince one of his friends to shoot a 

state trooper after the murder, that he said he would 

have shot at the police after his escape from jail if he 

had had a gun, and that he threatened to kill his father 

and the officers who investigated Chancey's murder if 

he ever had the chance. 

 
In short, it was not unreasonable for the Georgia 

Supreme Court to conclude that there is no reasonable 

probability of a different result if Lee's trial attorneys had 

collected  and  presented  the  mitigating  evidence 

proffered to the state habeas court. That is all that 

AEDPA requires.  HN8[ ] "It bears repeating that even 

a strong case for relief does not mean the state court's 

contrary      conclusion      was      unreasonable." [**34] 

Harrington, 562 U.S. at 102. And because the state 

court's decision was at least arguably correct, we are 

precluded  from  granting  Lee's  petition  for  federal 

habeas relief. See  id. at 102-03;  Brooks, 719 F.3d at 

1300. 
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IV. 

 
The denial of Lee's petition for a writ of habeas corpus is 

AFFIRMED. 
 

 
 

End of Document 
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JAMES ALLYSON LEE,

Petitioner,

V.

STEPHEN UPTON, Warden,

Respondent.

No. 5:10-CV-17

ORDER

State capital prisoner James Allyson Lee petitions for

habeas corpus. The petition is due to be DENIED for the

following reasons.

BACKGROUND

The Underlying Crime and Conviction^

Lee and an accomplice broke into a gun store in
Toombs County[, Georgia] on May 25, 1994, and stole
several guns, including a ten millimeter Clock
pistol. Lee and his girlfriend then drove to Pierce
County[, Georgia] planning to kill Lee's father and
steal his Chevrolet Silverado pickup truck. After
learning that his father was not home but that his
father's live-in girlfriend, Sharon Chancey, was
there. Lee had his girlfriend lure Chancey from the
home in the early morning hours of May 26 by
claiming that Lee was stranded nearby in his
girlfriend's broken down Toyota automobile. When
Chancey pulled up to the Toyota in the Silverado and

^ This Court presumes the Georgia Supreme Court's factual determinations to
be correct unless rebutted by clear and convincing evidence. 28 U.S.C.
§ 2254 (e) (1) .
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got out, Lee shot her in the face and threw her in
the back of the Silverado. After driving the
Silverado to a secluded area in Charlton County,
[Georgia,] he dragged Chancey into the woods,
removed two rings from her fingers, and shot her two
more times when she grabbed his arm. After
replacing the Silverado's license plate with the
license plate from the Toyota, Lee and his
girlfriend drove the Silverado to Florida. While
traveling in the Silverado with two male friends at
about 11:30 that night. Lee was stopped by law
enforcement for a broken taillight.

Hall V. Lee, 684 S.E.2d 868, 871-72 (Ga. 2009). 'MWJhen Lee

was stopped . . ., he placed a cocked, loaded gun that he had

stolen in his companion's lap and told the companion to get

out and ^shoot the cop' while he ^cover[ed]' the companion

with another stolen, loaded gun." Id. at 881. The companion

did not do so.

[Lee] was arrested after a check revealed that the
Silverado was stolen. The police recovered from the
Silverado Chancey's purse and identification and the
Clock pistol, which later was determined to be the
murder weapon. Lee made several incriminating
statements to police, including videotaped
statements at the scenes of the shootings describing
how the crimes occurred.

Id. at 872. Lee ^'was on probation at the time of the crimes

for two counts of burglary and for theft by taking for

stealing a truck . . . ." Id. at 880.

Fifteen ^^months after the crimes while awaiting trial.

Lee, acting alone, escaped from jail, stole a vehicle,

and fled to Florida . . . ." Id. at 880-81. When he was

recaptured. Lee ^'made several threatening statements to
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police, including that he still wanted to kill his father and

that, if he were ever given the opportunity, he swore that he

would kill the detective and the [Georgia Bureau of

Investigation] agent assigned to his case." Id. at 881.

A jury convicted Lee of malice murder, armed robbery, and

possession of a firearm during the commission of a crime on

June 4, 1997.^ Lee v. State, 514 S.E.2d 1, 2 (Ga. 1999); see

also Dkt. No. 11-14 at 46:22-25, 53. Lee was sentenced to

death on June 6, 1997. Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 871; see

also Dkt. No. 12-3 at 85:10, 94. Lee moved for a new trial on

July 3, 1997, and amended that motion on February 19, 1998.

Lee V. State, 514 S.E.2d at 3 n.l. The motion was denied on

April 15, 1998. Id. Lee's conviction was unanimously upheld

by the Georgia Supreme Court on direct appeal. See generally

id. The U.S. Supreme Court denied Lee's petition for a writ

of certiorari on November 15, 1999, and denied rehearing on

January 24, 2000. Lee v. Georgia, 528 U.S. 1006 (1999), reh'q

den'd 528 U.S. 1145 (2000).

Habeas History

Lee filed a petition for a writ of habeas corpus in the

Superior Court of Butts County on August 4, 2000. Dkt. No.

20-16 at 2. He amended it on April 16, 2001. Id. The

Superior Court held an evidentiary hearing on August 17, 2001.

^ His conviction for felony murder was vacated by operation of law. Lee v.
State, 514 S.E.2d 1, 3 n.l (Ga. 1999).
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Id. It granted Lee's petition on March 12, 2009. See

generally id. The Georgia Supreme Court unanimously reversed

on November 2, 2009. Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d 868.

Lee filed his federal habeas petition on February 5,

2010. Dkt. No. 1. He amended it on September 16, 2010. Dkt.

No. 29. Lee filed his merits brief on March 16, 2015. Dkt.

No. 80. The State filed its response in opposition on July

28, 2015. Dkt. No. 87. Lee replied on October 13, 2015.

Dkt. No. 90. He filed a supplemental brief on October 22,

2015. Dkt. No. 92. The petition is now ripe for disposition.

LEGAL STANDARD

Because Lee's federal petition was filed after April 24,

1996, this case is governed by the Antiterrorism and Effective

Death Penalty Act of 1996 (^^AEDPA") . Payne v. Allen, 539 F.3d

1297, 1312 {11th Cir. 2008). Under AEDPA, state courts'

determination of factual issues are ^'presumed to be correct"

unless the petitioner rebuts them "''by clear and convincing

evidence." 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(1).

Their legal determinations can only be rejected if they

^^resulted in a decision that . . . involved an unreasonable

application of [ ] clearly established Federal law, as

determined by the Supreme Court of the United States" or ^^was

based on an unreasonable determination of the facts in light

of the evidence presented in the State court proceeding." Id.
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§ 2254 (d) . The first prong is only satisfied if the state

court ^'unreasonably applies [the governing legal] principle to

the facts of the prisoner's case." Williams v. Taylor, 529

U.S. 362, 413 (2000). "[A]n unreasonable application of

federal law is different from an incorrect application of

federal law." Id. at 410. "A state court's determination

that a claim lacks merit precludes federal habeas relief so

long as fairminded jurists could disagree on the correctness

of the state court's decision." Harrington v. Richter, 562

U.S. 86, 101 (2011) (quotation marks and citation omitted).

AEDPA deference does not apply to claims that the state

habeas courts do not reach—these are reviewed de novo. Cone

V. Bell, 556 U.S. 449, 472 (2009).

DISCUSSION

Lee's petition must be denied. Lee alleges five errors:

(1) ineffective assistance of counsel; (2) improper jury

instructions; (3) a violation of Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S.

83 (1963); (4) trial-court errors; and (5) violations of the

Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments by imposition of the death

sentence in this case. Dkt. Nos. 29, 44. This Court finds no

basis for granting habeas relief.^

^ Most of Lee's claims fail for reasons other than exhaustion requirements.
The State raises exhaustion repeatedly in its brief. Dkt. No. 87 at 162-
65, 179-80, 183-86, 224-26. But in its answer to the currently operative
petition, the State only characterized one issue—one not pressed upon by
Lee here—as unexhausted. Dkt. No. 30 at 8. It specifically classified as
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I. LEE'S INEFFECTIVE-ASSISTANCE CLAIMS FAIL.

Lee unsuccessfully raises three issues with the

representation he received at trial and on direct appeal:

failure to investigate into and adequately present mitigating

evidence, failure to object to biblical references in the

State's closing argument, and various other shortcomings.

An ineffective-assistance claim cannot succeed unless the

petitioner shows both (1) that his attorney's performance was

objectively unreasonable, by a preponderance of the evidence,

and (2) a reasonable probability that the outcome of his

proceeding would have been different but for that deficient

performance. Chandler v. United States, 218 F.3d 1305, 1312-

13 (11th Cir. 2000) (en banc). The objective reasonableness

of an attorney's performance is gauged by ^'prevailing

professional norms." Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,

688 (1984). This inquiry is commonsensical and holistic, as

"[n]o particular set of detailed rules for counsel's conduct

can satisfactorily take account of the variety of

circumstances faced by defense counsel or the range of

legitimate decisions regarding how best to represent a

''reviewable" all of the issues it now claims are unexhausted, except for
one aspect of ineffective assistance. Id. at 16, 19-20, 22, 24-25. The
answer thus expressly waived exhaustion except as to that one issue. See
28 U.S.C. § 2254(b)(3); cf. Dorsey v. Chapman, 262 F.3d 1181, 1186-87
(11th Cir. 2001) (deeming state to have expressly waived exhaustion by
expressly declining to raise it in answer, despite raising it in appellate
briefing). The Court hereby accepts that waiver. See Thompson v.
Wainwright, 714 F.2d 1495, 1508-09 (11th Cir. 1983) (affording district
courts discretion to accept waivers of exhaustion).
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criminal defendant." Id. at 688-89. It is also ^^highly

deferential," with a "strong presumption" of reasonableness.

Id. at 689. Performance is only unreasonable if "no competent

counsel would have taken the action" at issue. Chandler, 218

F.3d at 1315.

As for prejudice, the petitioner again bears a high

burden. Sullivan v. DeLoach, 459 F.3d 1097, 1109 (11th Cir.

2006) . "It is not enough ... to show that the errors had

some conceivable effect on the outcome of the proceeding."

Strickland, 466 U.S. at 693. Rather, the petitioner has to

show "that the decision reached would reasonably likely have

been different absent the [counsel's] errors." Id. at 696.

Under these standards and AEDPA deference, each of Lee's

contentions fails.

A. Lee's Mitigating-Evidence Contention Fails.

Lee unsuccessfully argues that his trial counsel did not

adequately research and present mitigating evidence. An

application for a writ of habeas corpus will not be granted

unless the adjudication of the claim involved an unreasonable

application of clearly established federal law or was based on

an unreasonable determination of the facts in light of the

evidence presented in the state court proceeding. 28 U.S.C. §

2254 (d) (l)-(2). The Georgia Supreme Court addressed this

issue on its merits. Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d 868, 876 (Ga.
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2009). This Court can only reject that Court's decision if it

was so unreasonable an application of a U.S. Supreme

Court holding that no fairminded jurist could agree with it.

Hill V. Humphrey, 662 F.3d 1335, 1347 (11th Cir. 2011); see

also Bobby v. Dixon, 565 U.S. 23, 32-33 (2011) (per curiam) ;

Schriro v. Landriqan, 550 U.S. 465, 473 (2007).

Here, the decision was within the wide realm of

reasonability. The Georgia Supreme Court permissibly

sidestepped the question of performance, holding that Lee had

not shown prejudice. Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 876; see also

Strickland, 466 U.S. at 697 (^'If it is easier to dispose of an

ineffectiveness claim on the ground of lack of sufficient

prejudice . . ., that course should be followed."). It

correctly identified the standard as being whether, but for

counsel's errors, there was a reasonable probability that the"

sentencer '"would have concluded that the balance of

aggravating and mitigating circumstances did not warrant

death.'" Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 876 (quoting Strickland, 466 U.S.

at 695). It further noted its duty to "reweigh the evidence

in aggravation against the totality of available mitigating

evidence." Id. at 876-77 (quoting Wiggins v. Smith, 539 U.S.

510, 534 (2003)). It used the right framework.

To apply those standards, the Court began by observing

that Lee's trial counsel presented mitigating evidence that

8
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Lee's childhood was characterized by ''instability, poverty,

violence, abandonment, and alcohol and drug use." Hall v.

Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 877. Some of the evidence mentioned

neglect and abuse. Id. at 877-78. There was also expert

evidence that Lee had attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

("ADHD"), which made him "impulsive," "overly active," and

less able to "regulat[e] and control" his emotions and

behavior. Id. at 878-79. That condition "was aggravated by

[Lee's] feelings of anger, frustration, resentment, and

abandonment" toward his father. Id. at 879. The expert

testified that Lee could thrive in a structured environment,

such as a prison. Id. at 878.

The Court then assessed the aggravating evidence. The

State had a strong case against Lee, given his "incriminating

statements to his companions and to the police." Id. at 880.

The jury specifically found statutory aggravators: "Lee

committed the murder while engaged in the commission of armed

robbery and kidnapping with bodily injury"; "he committed the

murder for himself or another for the purpose of receiving

money or any other thing of monetary value"; and "the offense

of murder was outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible, or

inhuman in that it involved an aggravated battery to the

victim before death." Id. at 880 n.7. There was also serious

non-statutory aggravating evidence. Most disturbingly, when
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Lee was stopped after the murder, he gave his companion a

stolen gun and '''told the companion to get out and 'shoot the

cop' while [Lee] 'cover[ed]'" him "with another stolen, loaded

gun." Id. at 881. At the time of the crime. Lee was on

probation for two burglary counts and stealing a truck. Id.

at 880. Before trial. Lee "escaped from jail, stole a

vehicle, and fled to Florida," then threatened to kill his

father and law-enforcement officials working his case. Id. at

880-81. Once, Lee "had violated his probation and had stolen

a car and viciously beaten a man because he 'wanted to see

blood, a lot of blood.'" Id.

The Georgia Supreme Court reweighed the trial evidence

together with the habeas evidence. Seeking habeas. Lee had

brought forward an affiant testifying that Lee's mother would

regularly physically assault him, evidence of four instances

where she did so, evidence of her drug-related dysfunction,

evidence that this impacted his development by causing him to

behave like a dog, and more specific evidence of his childhood

poverty. Id. at 879-80. Lee also supplemented his mental-

health evidence with a new diagnosis of post-traumatic stress

disorder {"PTSD"), based on his childhood. Id. at 881.^

^ The Georgia Supreme Court discounted that diagnosis in part because
"Lee's . . . expert failed to connect [it] to the crimes." Id. at 882.
At first glance, this appears to be in tension with Tennard v. Dretke, 542
U.S. 274, 287 (2004). ("[W]e cannot countenance the suggestion that low
IQ evidence is not relevant mitigating evidence . . . unless the defendant

10
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still, the Court held that there was ''no reasonable

probability that Lee would have received a different

sentence." Id. at 881; see also id. at 882.

This Court cannot find that this holding was so

unreasonable an application of U.S. Supreme Court precedent

that no fairminded jurist could agree with it. The relevant

U.S. Supreme Court precedent establishes only general rules,

like the need to deny relief unless there is a reasonable

probability that the sentence would have turned out

differently and the need to reweigh all of the trial and

habeas evidence. This means state courts must use "a

substantial element of judgment." Yarborouqh v. Alvarado, 541

U.S. 652, 664 (2004). AEDPA respects this by affording them

even "more leeway" than usual. Id.; see also Knowles v.

also establishes a nexus [between it and] the crime."). But in context,
it is clear that the Georgia Supreme Court did not hold that the diagnosis
was irrelevant per se. The comment at issue came in response to Lee's
argument that the PTSD diagnosis was "more compelling" than the ADHD one.
Id. The Court first observed that the expert made a connection between
Lee's ADHD diagnosis and the crimes at trial—but did not do so in habeas
with regard to the PTSD diagnosis. Id.; see also id. at 881 ("[H]e would
have diagnosed Lee as also suffering from [PTSD], would have testified to
that diagnosis, and also would have testified to and explained how the
chaos, neglect, and abuse in Lee's life ^had a clear nexus to the crimes
in this case.' However, [he] did not explain how Lee's PTSD was related
to the murder. Although he noted 'the vague flashbacks that [Lee]
recalled during [his] interview with him,' [he] did not claim that, at the
time of the murder. Lee was experiencing a flashback or was in a
disassociative [sic] state as a result of his PTSD."). Only then did it
conclude that there was no prejudice from the missing PTSD diagnosis. Id.

The Court takes this to mean that the PTSD diagnosis would not have
added any weight because the ADHD one was similar, other than being more
closely related to Lee's crime. This Court's confidence in its
interpretation is bolstered by the Georgia Supreme Court's explicit
reiteration immediately before the statement at issue of the need to
reweigh all of the evidence. See id. Therefore, the "connection" comment
does not violate Tennard.

11
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Mirzayance, 556 U.S. Ill, 123 (2009) (deeming ineffective-

assistance claim ^Moubly deferential") . What is more, this

Court's focus is not on the Georgia Supreme Court's opinion—it

is on ''whether the decision . . . was an unreasonable

application" of U.S. Supreme Court holdings. Bishop v.

Warden, GDCP, 726 F.Sd 1243, 1255 (11th Cir. 2013); see also

Gissendaner v. Seaboldt, 735 F.3d 1311, 1329 (11th Cir. 2013)

("AEDPA focuses on the result . . ., not on the reasoning that

led to that result, and nothing in the statute requires a

state court to accompany its decision with any explanation,

let alone an adequate one." (quotation marks and citation

omitted)); cf. Wright v. Sec'y for Dep't of Corr., 278 F.3d

1245, 1255 (11th Cir. 2002) ("Requiring state courts to put

forward rationales for their decisions so that federal courts

can examine their thinking smacks of a 'grading papers'

approach that is outmoded in the post-AEDPA era." (citation

omitted)).

U.S. Supreme Court and Eleventh Circuit holdings favoring

petitioners do not unambiguously foreclose the decision at

which the Georgia Supreme Court arrived. Each was either

followed by that Court or is distinguishable:

• The Court in fact applied Strickland's test. Hall

V. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 872-73 & n.l, 876-77.

12
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• Sears v. Upton, 561 U.S. 945 (2010) (per curiaiti) ,

was not an AEDPA case. See Wilson v. Warden, Ga. Diagnostic

Prison, 834 F.3d 1227, 1243-44 (11th Cir. 2016) (Jordan, J.,

dissenting), cert. granted, 137 S. Ct. 1203 (2017). It is

also distinguishable because the trial mitigation evidence

there was entirely different from, and contradicted by, the

habeas evidence. There, [c] ounsel's mitigation theory . . .

was calculated to portray the adverse impact of [the

petitioner's] execution on his family and loved ones." Sears,

561 U.S. at 947. In particular, counsel ^^presented evidence

describing [the petitioner's] childhood as stable, loving, and

essentially without incident." Id. The jury never heard that

the petitioner's parents were physically and verbally abusive,

they divorced when he was young, a cousin sexually abused him,

and his brother—a convicted drug abuser and dealer—introduced

him to a criminal lifestyle. Id. at 948, 950. Nor was it

told about the petitioner's severe cognitive defects, which

^•"appear[ed] to be [caused by] significant frontal lobe brain

damage" and teenage substance abuse. Id. at 945-46.

Here, by contrast, the mitigation evidence at trial was

both of the same species as and compatible with what was

uncovered in greater detail during the state habeas

proceedings: trial counsel readily told the jury that Lee's

upbringing was unstable. See Dkt. No. 12-3 at 33:23-34:7 (^'We
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brought in his mother. The mother, when [Lee] was born, was a

19-year-old welfare mother. She had her own problems, she had

a lot of them. She attempted to raise [Lee] the best way she

could. I think she tried and failed when it came to giving

him a nurturing, enriching home. She failed to give him any

kind of discipline or any kind of structure at an early age,

but she tried the best she could, and I'm not here to belittle

his mama, but it wasn't the most ideal environment . . . ."

(emphases added)).

• AEDPA deference did not apply to the prejudice

analysis in Johnson v. Secretary, Department of Corrections,

643 F.Sd 907, 930 (11th Cir. 2011). That case is further

distinguishable for reasons like those presented by Sears.

The Eleventh Circuit found prejudice despite more than de

minimis mitigating evidence, but it did so in light of

contradictions between the trial and habeas evidence—not just

the lack of detail present here. Trial counsel there brought

forward evidence that the petitioner's parents were ^^cold and

uncaring, something in. the nature of the ^American Gothic'

couple." Id. at 936. In fact, they were raging alcoholics—so

much so that the petitioner was put into an orphanage when his

father went on a three-month drinking binge in another state,

the petitioner's mother attacked his father with a butcher's

knife, and the petitioner was singled out for particularly

14
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severe beatings. Id. at 936-37. The jury never heard

anything about the petitioner's mother's repeated suicide

attempts—one of them discovered by the petitioner when he was

a child. Id. It did not know anything about how the

petitioner later found his mother, dead of an overdose,

clutching a photograph of his dead brother, who died of an

overdose. Id. at 937. The jury also heard that the

petitioner's grandparents '"were caring and nurturing people,"

whereas habeas evidence showed them to have inflicted

horrifying physical, emotional, and psychological abuse on the

petitioner. Id. Here, by contrast, the jury heard that Lee's

mother was addicted to drugs, and that parental domestic

violence, abuse, and neglect were present in Lee's childhood.

It was only deprived of some (undeniably disturbing) details.

• Porter v. McCollum, 558 U.S. 30 (2009) (per

curiam) , can be distinguished as featuring only de minimis

mitigating evidence at trial. The jury there ^'heard almost

nothing that would humanize [the petitioner] or allow them to

accurately gauge his moral culpability," although he was a war

hero who struggled to readjust to life at home, with childhood

abuse and a brain abnormality. Id. at 41. Besides, Porter

lacked the sort of aggravating evidence present here,

including Lee's attempt to have a police officer shot, death

threats against law enforcement, and escape from jail.

15
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• Rompilla V. Beard, 545 U.S. 374 (2005), did not

apply AEDPA to the question of prejudice. Id. at 390. It is

also distinguishable because the jury there heard only minimal

mitigating evidence: ^^[F]ive of [the petitioner's] family

members argued in effect for residual doubt, and beseeched the

jury for mercy, saying they believed [the petitioner] was

innocent and a good man." Id. at 378. Left unpresented was

the petitioner's extensive history of childhood physical

abuse, which included being regularly beaten and '''locked . . .

in a small wire mesh dog pen that was filthy and excrement

filled." Id. at 392. There was also no hint of the

petitioner's diagnosis of organic brain damage. Id.

• Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362 (2000), did not

apply AEDPA deference to the issue of prejudice because the

state supreme court unreasonably applied the law in rejecting

what it called "undue 'emphasis on mere outcome

determination.'" Id. at 397 (emphasis omitted); see also

Cullen V. Pinholster, 563 U.S. 170, 202 (2011) (distinguishing

Williams). Besides, Williams featured minimal mitigation:

the jury heard that the petitioner was "a 'nice boy' and not a

violent person," and that in a robbery, "he had removed the

bullets from a gun so as not to injure anyone." Id. at 369.

But the petitioner had been so severely abandoned as a child

that his parents were imprisoned for criminal neglect, he had

16
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been placed in an abusive foster home, he had a borderline

intellectual disability, and he was a model prisoner. Id. at

396.

• Ferrell v. Hall, 640 F.Sd 1199 (11th Cir. 2011),

did not apply AEDPA to prejudice. Id. at 1226. It is also

distinguishable because the evidence the counsel presented in

mitigation was de minimis. The jury there heard five of the

petitioner's family members testify for a total of 26 minutes

that they did not believe he was guilty, he deserved mercy,

and he ''had committed himself to Christ before the murders."

Id. at 1206. The counsel there failed to discover that the

petitioner suffered from extensive mental health problems and

diseases including organic brain damage to the frontal lobe,

bipolar disorder, and temporal lobe epilepsy. Id. at 1203.

They also failed to discover that the petitioner had attempted

suicide as a child, that his conduct was not entirely

volitional, or that his father physically abused him. Id.

Neither the jury nor the sentencing judge was ever
told, because defense counsel never discovered that
[the petitioner] suffer[ed] from extensive,
disabling mental health problems and diseases
including organic brain damage to the frontal
lobe, bipolar disorder, and temporal lobe epilepsy.
Nor did they learn that the defendant had attempted
suicide at age eleven, or that because of these
mental health issues, [he] exhibit[ed] increased
impulsivity and decreased sound judgment; that his
conduct was not entirely volitional; or that his
judgment and mental flexibility were significantly
impaired by organic brain damage. Nor, finally were
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they ever told that [his] father was physically
abusive to his children, especially to [the
petitioner], waking them in the middle of the night
to beat them (sometimes after stripping them naked)
with razor strops, fan belts, and old used belts;
that the family was repeatedly evicted from their
homes and hungry, and lived in fear of those to whom
the father owed gambling debts; or that [the
petitioner's] mother suffered from clinical
depression, suicidal ideations, rage blackouts, and
urges to physically injure her children.

Id. at 1203.

• Wiggins v. Smith, 539 U.S. 510 (2003), is

distinguishable because of de minimis trial evidence, too.

The petitioner's jury knew only that he ^^had no prior

convictions." Id. at 537. He had suffered physical abuse,

poverty, sexual molestation, several rapes, and homelessness.

Id. at 535. Additionally, unlike Lee, the Wiggins petitioner

"[did] not have a record of violent conduct." Id.

• DeBruce v. Commissioner, Alabama Department of

Corrections, 758 F.3d 1263 (11th Cir. 2014), is

distinguishable because it featured relatively little

aggravation compared to that present here. Id. at 1286-87

(Tjoflat, J., dissenting) (identifying the two aggravators as

a second-degree robbery and the capital murder for which the

petitioner was convicted). In addition, the jury there was

misled into thinking the petitioner "had an impoverished

childhood" that "was otherwise unremarkable" and "had been a

successful student who had attended college." Id. at 1276
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(majority opinion). Beyond a passing mention of a mental

disorder for which the petitioner had been treated, the jury

was not made aware of the petitioner's brain-damage diagnosis,

his seizure-like blackouts, that he had been regularly

attacked by gangs as a child, that he had abused substances as

a teenager, his suicide attempts, or that his sister would

regularly beat him and punish him by withholding food. Id. at

1270, 1276. Here, counsel did not totally "fail[ ] to

introduce . . . available mitigating evidence of the

defendant's mental impairment and history of abuse." Id. at

1277 (referring to a ^^complete omission of this type of

evidence." (emphasis added)). The jury knew that Lee was

diagnosed with ADHD affecting his decision-making and self-

control, and had a deprived childhood. Hall v. Lee, 684

S.E.2d at 878-79.

• Williams v. Allen, 542 F.3d 1326 (11th Cir. 2008),

did not apply AEDPA to the question of prejudice, as the state

appellate court unreasonably applied the law in finding no

prejudice "primarily" because "the additional mitigating

evidence did not refute the evidence establishing [the

petitioner's] responsibility for . . . capital murder." Id.

at 1343. The Georgia Supreme Court made no such error here.

Hall V. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 876-77, 882. Beyond that, Williams

found prejudice due to five factors, only the first of which
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is relevant here: the jury heard that the petitioner was

beaten, whipped, and choked by his father, who also drank,

used drugs, beat the petitioner's mother, and raped his own

intellectually disabled daughter. Id. at 1329. The

petitioner later brought forward evidence that ^^the violence

[he] experienced . . . as a child far exceeded—in both

frequency and severity—the punishments described at

sentencing," and his "parents provided him with inadequate

food and clothing, neglected his basic hygiene and medical

needs, permitted him to roam the neighborhood unsupervised,

and ignored his deteriorating academic performance." Id. at

1342-43. Besides this, his mother was "a neglectful parent

who was frequently absent." Id. at 1342. The Eleventh

Circuit deemed this evidence "relevant." Id.

But it found prejudice after considering the omitted

evidence together with other factors absent here. The jury

there recommended against imposition of the death penalty by a

vote of nine to three. Id. at 1330. Here, the jury

unanimously sentenced Lee to death. In Williams, the judge

rejected the jury's recommendation "on the basis of a single

statutory aggravating circumstance—one that [wa]s an element

of the underlying capital murder charge." Id. at 1343. Here,

there were multiple statutory aggravators and a variety of

highly significant non-statutory ones. The Williams judge
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'Miscount[ed] the significance of [the petitioner's childhood]

abuse at sentencing" because the petitioner had been cared for

by his mother and grandmother—a conclusion "contradicted" by

habeas evidence of the mother's neglect and her own part in

physically abusing the petitioner. Id. at 1342-43. Here, the

habeas evidence did not contradict the trial evidence.

• The Eleventh Circuit's decision in Cooper v.

Secretary, Department of Corrections, 646 F.3d 1328 (11th Cir.

2011), is also distinguishable for several reasons. There,

the petitioner's mother—his sole mitigation witness—testified

to abuse she suffered at the hands of the petitioner's father,

said the father emotionally abused the petitioner by "not

being involved in his life," and described the father

disciplining the petitioner with a belt so hard that he left

marks. Id. at 1336, 1353; see also id. at 1356 (noting that

prosecutor argued: "[Y]ou heard that his mother was married

to a violent man and that he abused her. What has that got to

do with the defendant?"). In fact, the petitioner himself had

been subjected to "horrible abuse" from multiple family

members. Id. at 1353. This made the state supreme court's

finding that "a substantial part" of the petitioner's

childhood deprivations came out at trial unreasonable, and so

removed AEDPA deference. Id.
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Here, Lee had several witnesses who collectively

described parental violence, maternal drug abuse, and neglect

and abuse visited upon him. Besides, the Georgia Supreme

Court did not make as broad a factual finding as did the state

supreme court in Cooper: it merely found that the jury heard

about ''the instability, poverty, violence, abandonment, and

alcohol and drug use that Lee was exposed to as a child," plus

abuse and neglect. Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 877-78. This

finding, even if arguably oversimplistic, has not been

rebutted by clear and convincing evidence—so AEDPA deference

applies here.

Besides, in Cooper, the habeas evidence would have

qualified the petitioner for two statutory mitigators. Id. at

1354-55. Georgia does not have statutory mitigators. The

Cooper habeas evidence also supported a slew of new non-

statutory mitigators, including childhood abuse, substance

abuse, possible "neurological deficits" from inhalant abuse,

maternal abandonment, lack of education, learning deficits,

depression, suicidal gestures, and an IQ a mere six points

above the intellectual-disability range. Id. at 1355. Here,

the habeas evidence only would have added further detail in

support of childhood abuse and neglect mitigators, and

possibly enhanced the mental-health mitigator based on ADHD

with a PTSD diagnosis. What is more, the Cooper court found
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that jurors may have interpreted the lack of mitigating

witnesses—the petitioner's mother was the only one—as a sign

that trial counsel could not find anything good about the

petitioner. Id. Lee, by contrast, had several mitigating

witnesses, one of whom the Georgia Supreme Court deemed

particularly ^'^strong." Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 883; see

also id. at 877-78.

• Lastly, Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302 (1989), and

Eddinqs v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104 (1982), are not on point.

They held that state law cannot prevent consideration of

mitigating evidence like Lee's. That is not at issue here.

Beyond these precedents that reached outcomes favorable

to petitioners, the Court also notes Cullen v. Pinholster, 563

U.S. 170 (2011). There, the trial mitigation evidence-which

was less extensive than that presented to the jury here, and

also focused primarily on the petitioner's childhood and

mental health—included the petitioner's mother's testimony

that the petitioner's stepfather ''was abusive, or nearly so."

Id. at 199. No elaboration was given. In the state habeas

proceedings, the petitioner brought forward testimony that he

"was beaten with fists, belts, and even wooden boards"

"several times a week." Id. at 201 (majority opinion), 226

(Sotomayor, J., dissenting). The U.S. Supreme Court found no

prejudice because that evidence was "largely duplicat[ive]" of
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the trial evidence. Id. at 200 (majority opinion). If brutal

detail about a single, ambivalent reference to abuse could not

establish prejudice in Cullen, it cannot do so here.

The Georgia Supreme Court's prejudice determination was

not so unreasonable an applicatipn of U.S. Supreme Court

holdings that no fairminded jurist could agree with it. Thus,

Petitioner's argument that this Court should review the

Georgia Supreme Court's decision de novo is without merit.

The question of prejudice from ineffective assistance of

counsel is fact-intensive. The mandatory guidance on point is

general. The precedent either was followed or is

distinguishable. Under AEDPA, this means that the Georgia

Supreme Court's no-prejudice holding stands. Lee's contention

that his trial counsel gave ineffective assistance by failing

to present or investigate mitigating evidence fails.

B. Lee's Biblical-References Contention Fails.

Also unconvincing is Lee's contention that his trial and

appellate counsel gave ineffective assistance by not objecting

to biblical references in the State's closing argument. The

Georgia habeas courts did not decide this issue on the merits,

so this Court does so de novo. Cone v. Bell, 556 U.S. 449,

472 (2009). The comments to which Lee objects are:
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[Defense counsel] will argue that the defendant is
worth saving, that this jury should show mercy and
compassion to the defendant because it's in the
Bible, and the Bible does teach us that we should
show mercy and compassion in certain cases. The
defendant himself quoted Scriptures, [^] but, you
know, the devil himself can quote scriptures when
necessary, the devil himself can do that.[®] But,
you know, the Bible also tells us that God gave man
the authority to establish laws to protect the
innocent and to punish those who violate man's law,
and it is God's authority to do that. The Bible
tells us - And it says both ways. In Genesis it
tells us that whosoever sheds man's blood, so shall
man's blood be. shed, for in the image of God all men
are made, but then it does say about the compassion.
But most important here is that God gave man
authority to make law, and that's what we've done in
this case. . . . There must be accountability in the
state of Georgia for people who commit these type
crimes [sic].

★ ★ * * [T]he defense may also urge you not to play

God in an attempt to make you feel like you are
being asked to play God, to sentence him for the
rest of his life and let him serve it in prison, in
hopes that you will not give him the death penalty,
to let God decide when he leaves this earth, but God
has given us authority in certain situations.
Because He gave us authority to make law. He has
given us authority to make those decisions in
certain cases.

^ See Dkt. No. 12-2 at 197:3-8 ("Christ died for all. He died for you. He
died for me and Sharon Chancey, and the way I believe is I stole from God
when I did what I did, and I'm sorry, I'm very sorry, but I know that
God's forgiven me because, when I did it, I did it in ignorance .
spiritually speaking."), 209:18-25 ("Christ said He would die for one
person, in this whole world just for one person, and Sharon Chancey was
one person .... Until I die, I have to think about that I sent somebody
somewhere, and that was God's child, just like I am."), 214:2-10
(commenting on his jailbreak: "We all backslide for time to time ....
The Bible says we're supposed to renew our minds every day.").
® This quip is not comparable to prosecutorial comparisons of defendants to
hated religious figures, which have been held improper. See Dkt. No. 80
at 132 n.61. The prosecutor here did not say Lee was Satan-like, but
rather, that the jury should not take Lee's statements to be religiously
authoritative.
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Dkt. No. 80 at 130-31 (quoting Dkt. No. 12-3 at 16:15-17:6,

17:11-12, 23:1-9 (emphasis omitted)).

An attorney obviously does not give ineffective

assistance by failing to make a meritless objection. See,

e.g.. Freeman v. Att^y Gen., State of Fla., 536 F.3d 1225,

1233 (11th Cir. 2008). Any objection counsel could have made

to the biblical references here would have been meritless.

Biblical references are unconstitutional when the State cites

them ^^for the proposition that death should be mandatory," in

contradiction of American law's allowance of room for mercy.

Roitiine v. Head, 253 F.3d 1349, 1368 (11th Cir. 2001); see also

Farina v. Sec'y, Fla. Dep't of Corr., 536 F. App'x 966, 981

(11th Cir. 2013) (holding error: ''While elevating his own

station as divinely-ordained authority, the prosecutor made

clear that the death penalty was the sole acceptable

punishment under divine law . . . ."); Cunningham v. Zant, 928

F.2d 1006, 1020 & n.24 (11th Cir. 1991); Carruthers v. State,

528 S.E.2d 217, 221-22 (Ga. 2000), abrogated in part on other

grounds by Vergara v. State, 657 S.E.2d 863, 866 (Ga. 2008);

Hammond v. State, 452 S.E.2d 745, 753 (Ga. 1995); Todd v.

State, 410 S.E.2d 725, 733-34 (Ga. 1991).

But the prosecutor here did not try to foreclose juror

considerations of mercy by appealing to divine justice.

Rather, the prosecutor tried to downplay divine mercy by
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appealing to secular (and divine) justice. Cf. Ford v.

Schofield, 488 F. Supp. 2d 1258, 1310 (N.D. Ga. 2007)

(^^Countering biblical law with biblical law likely minimized

any prejudice . . . ."). This sets the biblical references

here apart from those in Romine et al. See Greene v. Upton,

644 F.Sd 1145, 1158-59 (11th Cir. 2011) (holding reasonable

state court finding of propriety in ^'references to principles

of divine law related to the penological justifications for

the death penalty, including the concept of retribution and

whether, considering the enormity of his crime, [the

petitioner] should be extended mercy."); cf. Williams v.

Campbell, Civ. A. No. 04-0681, 2007 WL 1098516, at *33 (S.D.

Ala. 2007) ("The prosecutor . . . argued generally that

Christianity is not incompatible with imposition of the death

penalty, without stating that religion cried out for that

penalty in this case. The Court does not hold that the

comment was proper, but not all religious references are of

the same intensity, and the one at issue here ranks closer to

the mild end of the scale . . . ."); Hill v. State, 427 S.E.2d

770, 778 (Ga. 1993) ("[WJhile it would be improper ... to

urge that the teachings of a particular religion command the

imposition of a death penalty in the case at hand, counsel may

bring to his use in the discussion of the case well-

established historical facts and may allude to such principles
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of divine law relating to transactions of men as may be

appropriate to the case." (citation and quotation marks

omitted)). An objection would have been meritless, so this is

not a basis for finding ineffective assistance.

C. Lee's Other Ineffective-Assistance Contentions Fail.

Lee's six other related contentions also fail.

i. Lee's argument that counsel inadequately cross-
examined a state witness fails.

Lee unpersuasively contends that his attorneys were

ineffective by failing to adequately cross-examine a state

witness, Douglas Gregory. The Georgia habeas courts did not

decide this issue on the merits, so this Court does so de

novo. Cone, 556 U.S. at 472. Gregory testified that he and

Lee stole a car and drove it to Florida in March 1994. Dkt.

No. 12-1 at 32:18-22, 33:20-22, 38:7-9. There, Lee and his

friends beat Gregory after Lee said ^^there was going to be an

initiation" and ^''he wanted to see blood, a lot of blood." Id.

at 36:4-37:4. Lee personally ""busted open" Gregory's head in

four different places using a large stick. Id. at 36:25-

37:23. On cross-examination, trial counsel elicited that

Gregory was sent to boot camp and put on probation for the

theft, and that Gregory did not know of any related charges

brought against Lee. Id. at 45:21-25. Gregory also admitted

that he planned the theft with Lee. Id. at 41:9-42:7.
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Lee presented additional evidence in his state habeas

proceedings. A police officer said Gregory had initially

claimed Lee ^'had kidnapped him at gunpoint," then forced him

to steal the car. Dkt. No. 18-4 at 67. Then, Lee had kept

him at gunpoint while the two drove to Florida. Id. Gregory

then alleged that Lee held him ^''captive in a camper trailer

for 4 days until he was taken out and beaten." Id. The

officer thought Gregory ^'was being totally untruthful" in

making those statements. Id.

Lee argues that his trial attorneys were ineffective for

not impeaching Gregory with this. Dkt. No. 80 at 147.

Although Gregory's police statements did conflict with what he

said on the stand, they still described him being beaten. A

competent attorney could have decided that the attempted

impeachment would have left Gregory's claim that Lee beat him

appearing consistent, or that the impeachment would not have

made a difference. This argument fails.

ii. Lee's argumen-b that counsel inadequately
prepared witnesses fails.

Lee next says trial counsel did not adequately prepare

his lay witnesses and did not give enough information to his

mental-health expert. Dkt. No. 80 at 147-48. The lay-

witnesses allegation was not addressed by the Georgia habeas

courts, so this Court reviews it de novo. Cone, 556 U.S. at
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472. Lee has not given any reason for the Court to find

prejudice. This contention must therefore fail. See

Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687 (1984).

As to the expert, the Georgia Supreme Court found no

prejudice. Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d 868, 881-82 (Ga. 2009).

This Court can only reject that holding if it was so

unreasonable an application of U.S. Supreme Court precedent

that no fairminded jurist could agree with it. Harrington v.

Richter, 562 U.S. 86, 101 (2011). It was not. Lee does not

argue prejudice other than to say that the expert ^Vas not

provided with information that was essential to permit an

accurate diagnosis of Mr. Lee's mental health." Dkt. No. 80

at 147. The Georgia Supreme Court noted two possible

deficiencies in the expert's preparation: the expert was not

given a school record misdiagnosing Lee as mentally retarded,

and he did not have the information relating to Lee's

childhood abuse that surfaced during the habeas proceedings.

Hall V. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 881-82. As to the first issue, the

Court found that ''trial counsel actually did obtain and submit

to [the expert] as a part of Lee's school records an

evaluation of Lee performed in kindergarten that contained the

information that Lee's classification of functioning had been

in 'the Mild level of Mental Retardation'"—and the expert

testified "at trial that he found this kindergarten evaluation
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^significant.'" Id. at 881. This factual finding must be

accepted unless rebutted by clear and convincing evidence. 28

U.S.C. § 2254(e)(1). Lee has presented none. The finding

stands, and thus, so does the Georgia Supreme Court's

conclusion that Lee was not prejudiced by any failure to give

the expert the school record. Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 881.

As to the childhood-abuse evidence, the expert did

testify that he would have added a PTSD diagnosis. Id. But

the Georgia Supreme Court found no prejudice. Id. at 882. As

explained in Part I. A above, this holding was not so

unreasonable an application of U.S. Supreme Court precedent

that no fairminded jurist could agree with it. Harrington,

562 U.S. at 101. Hence, Lee cannot establish ineffective

assistance based on failure to prepare witnesses.

iii. Lee's argument that counsel inadequately
prepared him to testify fails.

Nor can Lee establish ineffective assistance of counsel

based on inadequate help in preparing his own testimony.

Contrary to the State's assertion, this issue was not

addressed by the Georgia habeas courts, so this Court reviews

it de novo. Cone, 556 U.S. at 472. Lee decided to testify on

mitigation day, despite earlier conversations wherein he had

said he would not. Dkt. No. 14-2 at 72:11-17. Counsel
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requested a recess and spoke to Lee for about 35 minutes. Id.

at 72:21-22. They tried to dissuade him from testifying. Id.

at 72:24. Lee remained '^convinced that ... he should say

that he was sorry . . . that he is not a bad person." Id. at

73:16-17. He ultimately did so. Id. at 73:20. Trial counsel

thought Lee ^^came across very genuine and sorry, . . . [he]

accomplished what he wanted to accomplish," and there was some

benefit to his testimony. Id. at 74:5-14. Lee does not

identify any way in which he was prejudiced. None is

apparent. This argument fails. See Strickland, 466 U.S. at

687.

iv. Lee's argument that counsel improperly failed to
object to sentencing-phase instructions fails.

Lee contends that his trial attorneys wrongly did not

object to, or directly appeal, the sentencing-phase jury

instructions, as no mitigating-evidence instruction was given.

Dkt. No. 80 at 148-4 9. This contention is unpersuasive.

Insofar as it concerns the failure to initially object, it was

not addressed by the Georgia habeas courts, so this Court

reviews it de novo. Cone, 556 U.S. at 472. An attorney

cannot give ineffective assistance by not making a meritless

objection. See, e.g.. Freeman v. Att'y Gen., State of Fla.,

536 F.3d 1225, 1233 {11th Cir. 2008). Any objection counsel
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could have made to the instructions would have been meritless,

as discussed in Part II.A below.^

Any failure to directly appeal fails for the same reason.

Lee cannot establish ineffective assistance on this basis.

V. Lee's argument that counsel improperly failed to
object to secular prosecutorial comments fails.

Lee unpersuasively claims trial counsel erred in not

objecting to the prosecutor's nonreligious sentencing-phase

closing arguments: (1) describing this case as ^^one of the

worst"; (2) telling jurors they had to ^^prevent [Lee] from

being able to escape"; (3) saying the option of life with the

possibility of parole would mean ^'knowing that [Lee would] be

paroled to walk the streets of this state and this county and

this city"; (4) saying execution ^^is a lawful function of our

system" and not revenge, whereas ^'[t]here was no one there to

protect the rights of Sharon Chancey ... no one to argue for

her right to live," as Lee ^^acted as judge, jury and

^ Part II. A discusses federal law. As for Georgia law, the relevant
statute does require that trial courts "include in . . . instructions to
the jury for it to consider[ ] any mitigating circumstances." O.C.G.A. §
17-10-30; see also Ross v. State, 326 S.E.2d 194, 204 (Ga. 1985),
abrogated on other grounds by O^Kelley v. State, 604 S.E.2d 509 (Ga. 2004)
("Under Georgia law, a jury should be informed that it can consider all of
the evidence presented during both phases of the trial (guilt-innocence
and sentence), it should be instructed to consider mitigating
circumstances, and it should be clearly and explicitly informed that it
may recommend a life sentence even if it finds one or more statutory
aggravating circumstances beyond a reasonable doubt." (internal citations
omitted)); Hawes v. State, 240 S.E.2d 833, 839 (Ga. 1977). But any
objection Lee's trial attorneys could have made still would have been
meritless, as the instructions here are not meaningfully distinguishable
from the ones upheld in High v. Zant, 300 S.E.2d 654, 662-63 (Ga. 1983).
Cf. Diet. No. 12-3 at 45:7-52:2.
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executioner all in one"; and (5) '""stating Mr. Lee removed Ms.

Chancey from her home at gunpoint," without an evidentiary

basis for this. Dkt. No. 12-3 at 17:24, 19:5-23, 20:6-7,

22:12-15; Dkt. No. 80 at 140-41.

The Georgia Supreme Court did not decide this issue, so

this Court does so de novo. Cone, 556 U.S. at 472. Again,

failure to make a meritless objection is not ineffective

assistance, and ineffectiveness requires a showing of

prejudice. Freeman, 536 F.3d at 1233; Chandler v. United

States, 218 F.3d 1305, 1312-13 (11th Cir. 2000). A

prosecutorial remark is not reversible error unless it "so

infected the trial with unfairness as to make the resulting

conviction a denial of due process." Darden v. Wainwriqht,

477 U.S. 168, 181 (1986) (citing Donnelly v. DeChristoforo,

416 U.S. 637, 643 (1974)). The five comments at issue here do

not rise to that level.

(1) The comment about this case being "one of the worst"

was acceptable. It may be "wrong for the prosecutor to tell

the jury that, out of all possible cases, he has chosen a

particular case as one of the very worst," as this "suggest[s]

that a more authoritative source [than the jury] has already

decided the appropriate punishment." Tucker v. Kemp, 762 F.2d

1480, 1484 (11th Cir. 1985) (en banc), vac^ d, 474 U.S. 1001

(1985), reaff^d on subsequent determination, 802 F.2d 1293,
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1296-97 (11th Cir. 1986) (en banc) (per curiam). But all the

prosecutor did here was generically say this was ^^one of the

worst" cases out there. That is permissible. Cf. Reese v.

Sec'y, Fla. Dep^t of Corr., 675 F.3d 1277, 1292 (11th Cir.

2012) (endorsing prosecutorial comment that victim experienced

^^every woman's worst nightmare," given state's ability to

prove murder ""'was ^extremely wicked or shockingly evil' [ or]

^outrageously wicked and vile'" (citation omitted)); Keeton v.

Bradshaw, No. 1:05CV0033, 2006 WL 2612899, at *11 (N.D. Ohio

Sept. 8, 2006) ('MlJn regard to the prosecutor's comment that

the offense was one of the worst crimes ever heard in that

courtroom, any prejudice was minimal.").

(2) The invitation to the jury to prevent Lee from

escaping was permissible. Future dangerousness ^^is a proper

element in the sentencing jury's decision." Brooks v. Kemp,

762 F.2d 1383, 1412 (11th Cir. 1985) (en banc), vac'd, 478

U.S. 1016 (1986), reinstated, 809 F.2d 700 (11th Cir. 1987)

(en banc) (per curiam) (considering prosecutorial suggestion

that petitioner ^'might kill a guard or a fellow prisoner.");

see also Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262, 275 (1976) (plurality

opinion) (^'[A]ny sentencing authority must predict a convicted

person's probable future conduct when it engages in the

process of determining what punishment to impose."). Lee had

his required ^'opportunity to introduce evidence on this
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point." Skipper v. South Carolina, 476 U.S. 1, 5 n.l (1986);

see also Dkt. No. 12-3 at 31:2-18 (summarizing, in defense

closing argument, evidence that Lee's escape was harmless).

(3) Any error in the prosecutor's comment that a sentence

of life with the possibility of parole would result in Lee

being free due to parole did not prejudice Lee, as the jury

was explicitly given the option of sentencing Lee to life

without the possibility of parole. Dkt. No. 12-3 at 50:11-13;

cf. Greene v. Upton, 644 F.3d 1145, 1157 (11th Cir. 2011)

(holding state court reasonably held curative instruction

prevented prejudice arising from improper parole comment).

(4) It is permissible for a prosecutor to argue that

petitioner's] execution of [a victim] in a manner much more

horrible than a procedurally proper, legal execution

demonstrate[s] the [petitioner's] belief in the death

penalty." Brooks, 7 62 F.2d at 1411. The comments Lee

criticizes here are just as permissible.

(5) The prosecutor did not manufacture a baseless theory

that Lee had taken Chancey at gunpoint. The comments read:

I submit to you, from what you've heard on the
stand, he kidnapped Sharon Chancey from that
trailer. Think about what he's told you. He now
tells you that he himself entered into the trailer
of Sharon Chancey, that he had sent [his girlfriend]
up there but [Chancey] would not come with [her]
because she didn't know [her] .... After midnight
of May the 26th, a young girl comes to her door that
she had never seen before and says [Lee] needs some
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help, and she says, no, I'm not leaving the home
that I'm in; while I'm asleep, you woke me up, I'm
not leaving. Yet the defendant himself goes there,
according to his own words, enters the trailer, and
on two occasion, at least, begs her or asks her to
come help him. She finally agrees ....

* * * * He wants you to believe . . . that he went
to her house and said, Sharon, I need some help, my
car has broken down . . . and after a couple of
times she finally says, sure, I'll go with you and
help you out. Then Jamie, according to his
testimony on the stand, says I'll go out here, I've
got a friend out here, I'm catching a ride with him
back to my car that's broken down. Now does that
make any sense at all, that you go to somebody's
house, say I need you to help me crank a car, and
when they finally agree, say, well, I've got
somebody else here I'm catching a ride with?

I submit to you that Sharon Chancey was
taken at gunpoint from that house by Jamie Lee.
Other things: Sharon Chancey left her house without
her teeth. . . . [S]he left the house with no shoes
on, and she left the house in her panties and,
according to the defendant, just a nightgown. It's
two to four o'clock in the morning. She's walking
around supposedly on the side of the road trying to
help somebody crank a car, barefooted, in her
panties, and in a flimsy nightgown. Does that make
any sense at all?

Dkt. No. 12-3 at 11:7-13:7.

This was not a misrepresentation of the evidence. It was

an argument based on it. The prosecutor's ''conclusion . . .

was within the 'considerable latitude in imagery and

illustration' granted a district attorney in . . . final

argument." Williams v. State, 330 S.E.2d 353, 355 (Ga. 1985)

(citation omitted). Trial counsel's failure to object to this

and the other comments was not ineffective assistance.
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vi. O'ther ineffec'bive-assis'tance coxi'ben'kions fail.

Lee raises other ineffective-assistance contentions

without briefing them. Dkt. No. 29 SI 15(b)-(c), (e) , (g)-(j)f

(n)-(s), (w), (x), (ee). These are too vague to merit relief,

refer to withdrawn substantive claims, or are unpersuasive.

See Dkt. No. 44; Parts III, IV.A-B infra.

Lastly, Lee complains that trial counsel was ineffective

for failing to present issues on appeal. Dkt. No. 29

SISI 15 (ii), 19-20. As no issue Lee raises presented a

meritorious basis for appeal, this contention fails. Lee has

not proven ineffective assistance of counsel.

II. LEE'S JURY-INSTRUCTION CLAIMS FAIL.

Lee's claims that his sentencing and guilt/innocence jury

instructions were improper fail.

A. Lee's Sentencing-Instruction Contention Fails.

Lee unsuccessfully contends that the trial court's

instruction on mitigating evidence was improper. The Georgia

habeas courts did not decide this issue on the merits, so this

Court does so de novo. Cone, 556 U.S. at 472; see Dkt. No.

20-16 at 4 (holding contention procedurally defaulted); Dkt.

No. 87 at 24 (conceding this to have been error, citing Head

V. Ferrell, 554 S.E.2d 155, 160 (Ga. 2001)). The trial court

did not define mitigating evidence or instruct the jury to

weigh it against aggravating evidence. It did define
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statutory aggravating evidence, and instruct the jury that at

least one aggravator had to be found before a death sentence

could be imposed. Dkt. No. 12-3 at 45:7-48:17. It also

explained the jury's ability to impose a lesser sentence:.

You may set the penalty to be imposed at life
imprisonment. It is not required and it is not
necessary that you find any extenuating or
mitigating fact or circumstance in order for you to
return a verdict setting the penalty to be imposed
at life imprisonment. Whether or not you find any
extenuating or mitigating facts or circumstances,
you are authorized to fix the penalty in this case
at life imprisonment. If you find from the evidence
beyond a reasonable doubt the existence in this case
of one or more statutory aggravating circumstances
as given you in charge by the Court, then you would
be authorized to recommend the imposition of a
sentence of life imprisonment without parole or a
sentence of death, but you would not be required to
do so.

If you should find from the evidence in this case
beyond a reasonable doubt the existence of one or
more statutory aggravating circumstances as given
you in charge by the Court, you would also be
authorized to sentence the defendant to life
imprisonment. You may fix the penalty of life
imprisonment if you see fit to do so for any reason
satisfactory to you or without any reason.

Members of the jury, you may return any one of the
three verdicts as to the penalty in-this case; life
imprisonment, life imprisonment without parole, or
death.

* * * * Whatever penalty is to be imposed within the
limits of the law as I have instructed you is a
matter solely for you the jury to determine ....

Dkt. No. 12-3 at 49:15-50:13, 51:24-52:2.

These instructions were within the bounds of what the

U.S. Constitution permits. A jury need not ""be instructed on
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the concept of mitigating evidence generally, or on particular

statutory mitigating factors." Buchanan v. Anqelone, 522 U.S.

269, 270 (1998) . A state need not ^^affirmatively structure in

a particular way the manner in which juries consider

mitigating evidence." Id. at 27 6. [C] omplete jury

discretion"—such as that authorized by the charge here—''^is

constitutionally permissible." Id.

The only thing instructions cannot do is ^'foreclose the

jury's consideration of any mitigating evidence." Id. at 277.

The instructions here did no such thing. They '^informed the

jurors that if they found [an] aggravating factor proved

beyond a reasonable doubt," they could fix ^'the penalty at

death." Id. They also told jurors they could impose a lesser

sentence ^^for any reason satisfactory to [them] or without any

reason." Dkt. No. 12-3 at 50:8-10. ''The jury was thus

allowed to impose a life sentence even if it found the

aggravating factor proved." Buchanan, 522 U.S. at 277.

"Moreover, . . . the instructions . . . did not constrain the

manner in which the jury was able to give effect to

mitigation." Id. This means that the instructions were

constitutionally permissible. Id. at 279.

Pre-Buchanan Eleventh Circuit cases do not hold

otherwise. To be sure, "the Constitution requires that there

be no reasonable possibility that a juror will misunderstand
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the meaning and function of mitigating circumstances." Peek

V. Kemp, 784 F.2d 1479, 1494 {11th Cir. 1986) (en banc). And

''[w]here a defendant has . . . presented mitigating evidence,

the absence of any explanatory instructions on mitigation"

creates such a possibility. Cunningham v. Zant, 928 F.2d

1006, 1012 (11th Cir. 1991) . But the Court must look to. ""'the

context of the entire sentencing proceeding." High v. Kemp,

819 F.2d 988, 991 (11th Cir. 1987). Here, although ^Mt]he

challenged portion of the instruction did not explicitly

define ^mitigation,' nor did it allocate the mitigating

function to the defendant," there was no reasonable

probability that jurors misunderstood their ability to

consider mitigating evidence. Waters v. Thomas, 46 F.3d 1506,

1528 (11th Cir. 1995). The Eleventh Circuit reached this

conclusion in High because: (1) at the sentencing phase's

outset, the judge told the jury that both sides would present

whatever evidence they wanted to; (2) the jury knew ^^that

^mitigating facts' are those . . . which are ^good' and tend

to help the defendant"; and (3) ''the jury was instructed that

it could impose mercy" regardless of mitigators or

aggravators. 819 F.2d at 991.

These facts hold true here as well. At the sentencing

phase's start, the judge told the jury that "the State and the

accused both have a right to submit additional evidence in
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aggravation or extenuation and mitigation of the punishment to

be imposed. After hearing any such evidence . . the jury

then goes back to consider the sentence and determine the

punishment to be imposed." Dkt. No. 12-1 at 14:3-9. Both

sides then said that they had evidence to present. Id. at

14:11-15. This notified the jury that it was going to hear

competing sets of evidence before determining the sentence.

That information, and the jury's ability to consider the

competing evidence, were reinforced by Lee's counsel in

closing argument. Counsel began by reminding jurors that

^Mw]e're deciding whether or not the State of Georgia should

take Jamie Lee out and kill him." Dkt. No. 12-3 at 25:5-6,

13-14. He discussed the State's aggravating evidence at

length, challenging parts of it and its significance. Id. at

28:6-32:25. He explicitly talked about mitigating evidence,

beginning with a reference to his side's ^^opportunity in the

mitigation phase ... to show you a little bit about Jamie

Lee." Id. at 33:1-3. The jury then heard a summary of, and

comments upon, the mitigating evidence. Id. at 33:3-40:13.

Thus, the judge told the jurors they could freely decide

whether to impose the death penalty after hearing dueling

evidence in aggravation and mitigation, and Lee's attorney

identified his evidence as being in mitigation. Given these

facts, there is no reasonable probability that the jury
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misunderstood the nature and function of mitigating evidence.

See Waters, 46 F.3d at 1528-29 (^^[DJefense counsel clearly

indicated that ^mitigating evidence' was that which could aid

the defendant by leading a jury to impose a sentence of life,

even if it found the existence of one or more aggravating

circumstances. This facet of the argument gave the jury . . .

enlightenment regarding the nature and role of mitigating

evidence. The argument also served to link the function of

mitigation to the instruction that the jury could impose a

life sentence for any reason or none at all."); Williams v.

Kemp, 846 F.2d 1276, 1284-85 (11th Cir. 1988) (''By informing

the jurors of their wide discretion to recommend against

death, these instructions provided the jury with a clear basis

to focus upon and consider evidence of mitigating

circumstances."). Lee's contention fails.

B. Lee's Guilt/Innocence-Instrucbion Contentions Fail.

Lee's contention regarding the guilt/innocence-phase

instructions fares no better.® The state habeas court found

® Nor, apparently, did trial counsel think there was such a probability at
the time—no objection was made. Dkt. No. 12-3 at 55:10-18; see also
Williams v. Kemp, 846 F.2d 1276, 1285 (11th Cir. 1988) (^'An additional
indication that all parties present at the proceedings perceived that the
instructions did in fact convey to the jury the significance of mitigating
circumstances is evidenced by the fact that, at the close of the
sentencing instructions, no objections or exceptions were made.").
® Lee raised this issue in his federal habeas petition, dkt. no. 29 2 29,
but did not brief it. See generally Dkt. Nos. 80, 90, 92. The State
argues that Lee has abandoned this contention. Dkt. No. 87 at 214-15.
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this issue procedurally defaulted because Lee failed to raise

it on direct appeal. Dkt. No. 20-16 at 4. """This Court cannot

review claims the state habeas court found to be procedurally

defaulted unless [the petitioner] establishes cause for, and

actual prejudice from, the default or establishes that failure

to review the claim would result in a fundamental miscarriage

of justice." Butts v. GDCP Warden, 850 F.3d 1201, 1214 (11th

Cir. 2017); see also Lucas v. Warden, Ga. Diagnostic &

Classification Prison, 771 F.3d 785, 801 (11th Cir. 2014).

Lee has done nothing to unlock the door to federal review.

His jury-instruction claims fail.

III. LEE'S BR2U3Y CLAIM FAILS.

Lee unconvincingly claims a violation of Brady v.

Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), in that the prosecution

allegedly improperly withheld evidence of Lee's intoxication

the night he killed Chancey. ''[Tjhe suppression by the

prosecution of evidence favorable to an accused upon request

violates due process where the evidence is material either to

guilt or to punishment, irrespective of the good faith or bad

faith of the prosecution." Brady, 373 U.S. at 87. To

establish a Brady violation, a petitioner must show:

But because ''the State fails to cite any authority holding that a
petitioner can default on a claim in this manner," and the Court is not
aware of any, it will not find abandonment. Hammonds v. Allen, 84 9 F.
Supp. 2d 1262, 1299 (M.D. Ala. 2012).
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(1) that the Government possessed evidence favorable
to the defense, (2) that the defendant did not
possess the evidence and could not obtain it with
any reasonable diligence, (3) that the prosecution
suppressed the evidence, and (4) that a reasonable
probability exists that the outcome of the
proceeding would have been different had the
evidence been disclosed to the defense.

Moon V. Head, 285 F.3d 1301, 1308 {11th Cir. 2002) (brackets

omitted) (quoting Spivey v. Head, 207 F.3d 1263, 1283 (11th

Cir. 2000)).

The Court already decided this issue in the State's

favor, holding, among other things, that intoxication evidence

was immaterial given Lee's ''admission that he would have

killed his father (as [he] originally intended) even if [Lee]

had been sober." Dkt. No. 74 at 26. That meant Lee could not

"show prejudice to overcome [the] procedural default" found by

the state habeas court. Id.; see also id. at 15.

Lee seeks reconsideration in light of Hardwick v.

Secretary, Florida Department of Corrections, 803 F.3d 541

(11th Cir. 2015) . Even assuming this effort to be timely,

Hardwick does not invalidate the Court's earlier order.

Hardwick did hold that intoxication can be mitigating. 803

F.3d at 562-63. But the Hardwick petitioner never admitted

that he would have killed the victim even had he been sober.

The circumstances of that case strongly suggested otherwise:

over the five days before the offense, the Hardwick petitioner
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took 40 to 50 Quaaludes, continually smoked marijuana, drank a

fifth of vodka, and shared in several cases of beer; he then

killed a seventeen year-old whom he accused of stealing his

Quaaludes. 803 F.Sd at 546, 557; Hardwick v. Crosby, 320 F.3d

1127, 1131-42 (llth Cir. 2003). Hardwick is too factually

distinct from this case to make the Court revisit its prior

holding. Lee's Brady claim still fails.

IV. LEE'S TRIAL-COURT-ERROR CLAIMS FAIL.

Lee raises five claims of error by the trial court, two

of which are procedurally defaulted. The state habeas court

found Lee's claims relating to restrictions on his voir dire

of prospective jurors, and to the guilt/innocence-phase jury

instructions, procedurally defaulted. Dkt. No. 13-11 at 17-

18; Dkt. No. 20-16 at 4. Lee has not carried his burden of

showing either cause for and prejudice from the defaults, or

fundamental miscarriages of justice. These claims fail.

As for other claims. Lee argues that the trial court

erred by admitting his statements of May 26-27, 1994 and July

26, 1995, and refusing to direct an acquittal verdict as to

felony murder ''based on the improper venue of the . . . charge

of kidnapping." Dkt. No. 29 at 23.^° The Supreme Court of

These contentions are properly before the Court. The State
characterizes them as abandoned because Lee did not brief them. Dkt. No.
87 at 214. But again, "the State fails to cite any authority holding that
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Georgia addressed all three issues on the merits. Lee v.

State/ 514 S.E.2d at 3-5. Its conclusions in the State's

favor can only be rejected if they were such unreasonable

applications of U.S. Supreme Court holdings that no fairminded

juror could agree with them. Harrington v. Richter, 562 U.S.

86/ 101 (2011). They were not.

A. Admission of Lee's May 26-27/ 1994 Statements Was
Reasonably Upheld.

The Georgia Supreme Court reasonably decided that Lee's

May 26-27/ 1994 statements were properly admitted. The

statements were made to law enforcement after Lee's initial

arrest/ were incriminating/ and included a videotaped

confession. Lee/ 514 S.E.2d at 3. Lee contends/ without

elaboration/ that they were ""illegally obtained." Dkt. No. 29

at 23. The Georgia Supreme Court made the following findings

in concluding that the statements were voluntary and

admissible:

Lee was 19 years old, in police custody only a short
time/ not under the influence of drugs or alcohol/
not subjected to any physical or psychological
coercion/ and he was informed of and waived
his Miranda rights on several occasions. After Lee
admitted to killing his father's girl friend and
stealing the truck/ a police officer asked him if he
would make another statement on audiotape. Lee
agreed/ but when the recording began Lee asked the
officer/ ""What should I do? Should I talk?" The
officer replied, ""That's up to you, man. All you're
going to do is help yourself out."

a petitioner can default on a claim in this manner," and the Court does
not know of one. Hammonds, 849 F. Supp. 2d at 1299.
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Lee, 514 S.E.2d at 3-4. This Court sees no error, and Lee has

not shown one. This is not a ground for relief.

B. Admission of Lee's July 26, 1995 Statement Was
Reasonably Upheld.

The same is true regarding the upholding of the admission

of Lee's July 26, 1995 statement. The statement was made to

an officer who stopped Lee following Lee's jailbreak. Id. at

5. Lee gave his name and said he was ""wanted for murder in

Georgia." Id. Lee argues that the statement ""was the fruit

of an illegal investigatory stop and arrest" made without

adequate suspicion of criminal activity. Dkt. No. 29 at 23

(citing under United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 417-18

(1981) (""Based upon that whole picture the detaining officers

must have a particularized and objective basis for suspecting

the particular person stopped of criminal activity.")). The

Georgia Supreme Court held otherwise:

Officer Rodriguez is an experienced police officer.
At 5:00 a.m., he observed a vehicle exiting a
business area where no residences were located, at

a time when no businesses were open and where he
believed there had been previous burglaries. In
response to the officer's emergency lights, the
vehicle's occupants attempted to flee. . . . Taken
together, these facts are sufficient to establish at
least an articulable suspicion that Lee was engaged
in criminal behavior and that Officer Rodriguez was
therefore justified in conducting an investigatory
stop.

Lee, 514 S.E.2d at 5 (citing, inter alia. United States v.

Briqqman, 931 F.2d 705, 708-09 (11th Cir. 1991) (per curiam)).
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This Court again detects no error, and Lee has not identified

one. This is not a ground for relief.

C. The Kidnapping-Venue Issue Was Reasonably Decided.

Lee's ultimate point of trial-court error is that he

should have won a directed verdict of acquittal on his felony-

murder charge based on improper venue for the underlying

kidnapping charge. Dkt. No. 29 at 23. The Georgia Supreme

Court rejected this argument on two grounds: (1) ^'Lee's murder

of Ms. Chancey was within the res gestae of the kidnapping

with bodily injury, since Ms. Chancey was under the continuous

control of the defendant until she was killed" and (2) the

jury convicted Lee of malice murder, so any error as to felony

murder was moot. Lee, 514 S.E.2d at 4. Lee has not provided

any reason why the Supreme Court of Georgia's analysis can,

and should, be reversed. This is not a ground for relief, nor

is any other trial-court error raised by Lee.

V. LEE'S EIGHTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT CLAIMS FAIL.

Lastly, Lee's proportionality claim cannot succeed. The

Georgia Supreme Court found that the death penalty was

proportional to Lee's crimes, citing nineteen comparator

cases. Hall v. Lee, 684 S.E.2d at 884; Lee v. State, 514

S.E.2d 1, 6 & app'x (Ga. 1999). This form of review is

permissible. Meders v. Chatman, No. CV 207-90, 2014 WL

3973912, at *40 (S.D. Ga. Aug. 14, 2014) (citing McCleskey v.
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Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 306 (1987)).^^ Lee's proportionality claim

fails.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons above. Lee's Amended Petition for Writ of

Habeas Corpus, dkt. no. 29, is DENIED.

SO ORDERED, this 19 day of September, 2017.

HON. LISA GObBEY WOOD
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

Besides, there is no constitutional right to proportionality review.
Pulley V. Harris, 465 U.S. 37, 50-51 (1984) . It is merely "an additional
safeguard against arbitrarily imposed death sentences." Id. at 50. The
Court does not have freestanding reason to suspect arbitrary imposition
here, so it will not inquire further. See Walker v. Georgia, 129 S. Ct.
481, 483 (2008) (Thomas, J., concurring in denial of cert.) ("Having
elected to provide the additional protection of proportionality review,
there can be no question that the way in which the Georgia Supreme Court
administered that review in this case raised no constitutional issue.").
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Case Summary 
 

 
 
Procedural Posture 

Petitioner was convicted of malice murder and other 

crimes, and he was sentenced to death for the murder. 

He filed a petition for writ of habeas corpus. Following 

an evidentiary hearing, the habeas court (Georgia) 

vacated petitioner's death sentence based upon its 

finding that his trial counsel had been prejudicially 

deficient in investigating, preparing, and presenting 

mitigating evidence. Respondent warden appealed. 

 
Overview 

Petitioner and an accomplice broke into a gun store and 

stole several guns. Petitioner and his girlfriend then 

drove  to  a  neighboring  county,  planning  to  kill 

petitioner's father and steal his pickup truck. However, 

his father was not home; petitioner shot his father's 

girlfriend and stole the truck. There was evidence that 

petitioner came from a deprived home, that both of his 

parents abandoned him, that his mother was abusive 

and a prescription drug addict, and that he had severe 

attention deficit hyperactive disorder that lasted into 

adulthood. The court held that the habeas court erred by 

requiring that counsel investigate and present all 

available mitigating evidence. Trial counsel reasonably 

relied on information from petitioner that his childhood 

history of abuse and neglect was not constant and 

severe, their interviews with family members, and the 

records in counsel's possession. Moreover, there was 

no prejudice given the substantial mitigation evidence 

that the jury did hear. Although petitioner's trial expert 

stated he would have diagnose post-traumatic stress 

disorder  (PTSD)  had  he  known  the  additional 

information of neglect, he failed to connect the PTSD to 

the crimes. 

 
Outcome 

The  court  ordered  petitioner's  death  sentence 

reinstated, reversing the habeas corpus court's decision. 

 

LexisNexis® Headnotes 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > Counsel > Effective 

Assistance of Counsel > Tests for Ineffective 

Assistance of Counsel 

 
HN1[ ]  Effective Assistance of Counsel, Tests for 

Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 

 
To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, 

a defendant must show that counsel's performance was 

not reasonable under the circumstances and that there 

is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's errors, 
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HN7[ ]    Effective  Assistance  of  Counsel, 

Sentencing 

 
To determine prejudice in the sentencing phase of a 

case challenging a death sentence, the question is 

whether there is a reasonable probability that, absent 
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balance of aggravating and mitigating circumstances did 

not warrant death. In conducting this review, the 

appellate  court  must  reweigh  the  evidence  in 

aggravation against the totality of available mitigating 

evidence,  being  mindful  that  a  verdict  with 

overwhelming record support is less likely to have been 
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Criminal Law & Procedure > Counsel > Effective 

Assistance of Counsel > Sentencing 

 
HN8[ ]    Effective  Assistance  of  Counsel, 

Sentencing 

 
The critical issue in a case in which trial counsel is 

alleged to be inefficient for failing to provide its expert 

with full information regarding a defendant's background 
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In determining prejudice flowing from trial counsel's 
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totality of the evidence -- both that adduced at trial, and 
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Counsel: Thurbert E. Baker, Attorney General, Sabrina 

D. Graham, Assistant Attorney General, for appellant. 
 

Thomas H. Dunn, Brian Kammer, Lynn M. Damiano, for 

appellee. 

 
Judges: BENHAM, Justice. All the Justices concur. 

 
Opinion by: BENHAM 

 

Opinion 
 
 
 

[**871]  [*79]   Benham, Justice. 

 
James Allyson Lee was convicted in 1997 of malice 

murder, felony murder, armed robbery, and possession 

of a firearm during the commission of a felony, and he 

was sentenced to death for the murder. This Court 

unanimously affirmed Lee's convictions and death 

sentence.   Lee  v.  State,  270  Ga.  798  (514  SE2d  1) 

(1999). In 2000, Lee filed a petition for writ of habeas 

corpus, and he filed his amended petition on April 18, 

2001. An evidentiary hearing was held on August 17, 

2001, and, in its final order of March 16, 2009, the 

habeas court vacated Lee's death sentence based upon 

its finding that his trial counsel had been prejudicially 

deficient in investigating, preparing, and presenting 

mitigating evidence. The Warden appeals the habeas 

court's vacation of the sentence in Case No. S09A1344, 

and Lee cross-appeals in Case No. S09X1345. In the 

Warden's appeal, this Court reverses and reinstates 

Lee's death sentence. In Lee's cross-appeal, this Court 

affirms. 

 
I. Factual Background 
 
The evidence presented at trial showed that Lee and an 

accomplice  broke  into   [***2] a  gun  store  in  Toombs 

County on May 25, 1994, and stole several guns, 

including a ten millimeter Glock pistol. Lee and his 

girlfriend then drove to Pierce County planning to kill 

Lee's father and steal his Chevrolet Silverado pickup 

truck. After learning that his father was not home but 

that his father's live-in girlfriend, Sharon Chancey, was 

there,  Lee  had  his  girlfriend  lure  Chancey  from  the 

home in the early morning hours of May 26 [**872]  by 

claiming that Lee was stranded nearby in his girlfriend's 

broken down Toyota automobile. When Chancey pulled 

up to the Toyota in the Silverado and got out, Lee shot 

her  in  the  face  and  threw  her  in  the  back  of  the 

Silverado. After driving the Silverado to a secluded area 

in  Charlton  County,  he  dragged  Chancey  into  the 

woods, removed two rings from her fingers, and shot 

her two more times when she grabbed his arm. After 

replacing the Silverado's license plate with the license 

plate from the Toyota, Lee and his girlfriend drove the 

Silverado to Florida. While traveling in the Silverado with 

two male friends at about 11:30 that night, Lee was 

stopped by law enforcement for a broken taillight. He 

was arrested after a check revealed that the Silverado 

[***3] was   stolen.   The   police   recovered   from   the 

Silverado Chancey's purse and identification and the 

Glock pistol, which later was determined to be the 

murder weapon. Lee made several incriminating 

statements to police, including videotaped statements at 

the scenes of the shootings describing how the crimes 

occurred. 

 
[*80]  Case No. S09A1344 
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II. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Claims 

 
In Case No. S09A1344, the Warden appeals the habeas 

court's determination that trial counsel were ineffective 

for failing to adequately investigate and present life 

history and psychiatric mitigating evidence. 

 
A. The Standard of Review 

 
HN1[ ]  To  prevail  on  an  ineffective  assistance  of 

counsel claim, Lee must show that counsel's 

performance was not reasonable under the 

circumstances and that there is a reasonable probability 

that,  but  for   counsel's   errors,  the   result  of   the 

proceeding  would  have  been  different.   Strickland  v. 

Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (III) (80 L. Ed. 2d 674, 104 S. 

Ct. 2052) (1984);  Smith v. Francis, 253 Ga. 782 (1) (325 

SE2d 362) (1985).  HN2[ ] "[W]e accept the habeas 

court's factual findings and credibility determinations 

unless clearly erroneous, but we independently apply 

the legal principles to the facts. [Cit.]"  Turpin v. Lipham, 

270 Ga. 208, 211 (3) (510 SE2d 32) (1998). 
 
B.  [***4] Failure to Investigate for Mitigating Evidence 

 
1.  The  appropriate  rule  under  Strickland.  We  first 

address the Warden's contention that the habeas court 

erred as a matter of law by creating and utilizing an 

improper standard in its determination that trial counsel 

were deficient in investigating and presenting mitigating 

evidence. The habeas court stated in its order that "the 

defendant has a 'constitutionally protected right' to have 

his attorney 'present[ ] and explain[ ] the significance of 

all the available evidence [in mitigation]'" and that 

"'[c]ompetent counsel . . . present[s] and explain[s] the 

significance of all the available evidence [in mitigation].'" 

(Emphasis  in  order)  (quoting   Williams  v.  Taylor,  529 

U.S. 362, 393 (IV), 399 (V) (146 L. Ed. 2d 389, 120 S. 

Ct. 1495) (2000)). 

 
Although the habeas court's order ostensibly quoted the 

United States Supreme Court's decision in  Williams, the 

order  omitted  a  portion  of  the  Supreme  Court's 

statement and lifted phrases out of context. In doing so, 

it "mischaracterized at best the appropriate rule, made 

clear by th[e Supreme] Court in Strickland, for 

determining whether counsel's assistance was effective 

within the meaning of the Constitution."  [***5] Williams 

v. Taylor, supra, 529 U.S. 397. See id. at 390 (stating 

that the merits of the petitioner's ineffective assistance 

of  counsel  claim  were  "squarely  governed"  by 

Strickland). After its decision in Williams, the Supreme 

Court  "emphasize[d]  that  Strickland  does  not  require 

counsel  to  investigate  every  conceivable  line  of 

mitigating evidence" or even "to present mitigating 

evidence  at  sentencing  in  every  case."   Wiggins  v. 

Smith, 539 U.S. 510, 533, 123 S. Ct. 2527, 156 L. Ed. 

2d 471 (II) (B) (3) (2003).  [*81]  Therefore, the habeas 

court erred by requiring that counsel investigate and 

present all available mitigating evidence in order that 

their performance not be deemed constitutionally 

deficient.    HN3[ ]   Trial   counsel's   decision   not   to 

investigate "must be directly assessed for 

reasonableness in all the circumstances, applying a 

heavy   measure   of   deference   to [**873]    counsel's 

judgments."  Strickland v. Washington, supra, 466 U.S. 

at 691. With that standard in mind, we now review 

counsel's investigation for mitigating evidence. 
 
2. Trial counsel's investigation. Our review of the record 

shows that, shortly after Lee was arrested, John Adams 

was appointed to represent him. At that time, Adams 

had been practicing law  [***6] in Charlton County for 

almost 20 years. While Adams was experienced in 

criminal litigation and had represented defendants 

accused  of  murder,  Lee's  case  was  his  first  death 

penalty case. Kelly Brooks, Adams' law partner and a 

Charlton County native, was appointed as co-counsel. 

Brooks had also never tried a capital case. The record 

supports the habeas court's finding that, because of the 

nature of the case and the strength of the State's 

evidence against Lee, counsel were aware of the 

important role the sentencing phase would play and 

immediately took appropriate steps to learn how to 

prepare a mitigation defense for Lee. Trial counsel 

testified that they consulted with several well-respected 

criminal defense attorneys in the area, including those 

who were experienced in death penalty litigation, and 

that Brooks observed a death penalty trial. The habeas 

court's order noted the fact that both Adams and Brooks 

testified that they reviewed and referenced the manual, 

"Defending a Capital Case in Georgia," published by the 

Southern Center for Human Rights. 1 
 
 
 
1 After quoting extensively from the Southern Center's manual 

and noting the presence in counsel's files of a document 

entitled  [***7] "Life History Checklist" that "echoed" much of 

the manual's information, the habeas court found that counsel 

failed  to  follow  the  "guidance  and  instruction"  contained  in 

those documents.  HN4[ ] While it is appropriate to measure 

counsel's performance against prevailing norms of practice as 

reflected  in  publications  such  as  the  Southern  Center's 

manual, as well as American Bar Association standards like 

the ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance of 

Counsel in Death Penalty Cases, we remind habeas courts 

that such publications "are only guides" in determining the 
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Trial  counsel,  who  shared  in  the  development  and 

presentation of the mitigation defense, testified at the 

habeas evidentiary hearing that they asked Lee if he 

suffered any physical abuse during his childhood and 

that  Lee  told  them  that  only  isolated  incidents  of 

[***8] abuse occurred. Counsel stated that they never 

felt   that   Lee   was   not   being   forthright   with   them 

concerning his upbringing and that his statements to 

them  were  consistent  with  the  information  gleaned 

[*82]   from  their  interviews  with  Lee's  mother  and 

stepfather.  According  to  counsel's  testimony  and  the 

record, at a minimum counsel also spoke with Lee's 

elementary   school   special   education   teacher,   his 

elementary school principal, his father, his half-sister, 

his ex-wife, 2 his co-defendant who was also his former 

girlfriend, his current girlfriend, and his cottage parents 

at the Florida Sheriffs Boys Ranch where Lee spent two 

years. In addition, the defense investigator spoke with 

the unit director, the farm manager, and the family social 

worker assigned to Lee's case at the Boys Ranch and 

other "family or family friends" and reported back to 

counsel. Counsel also obtained Lee's school records 

from Charlton County and Nassau County, Florida, and 

his records from the Boys Ranch. 

 
From  their  investigation,  counsel  learned  that  Lee's 

father had for all practical purposes abandoned Lee and 

his mother when Lee was a toddler, that Lee was 

diagnosed as being hyperactive when he was two and a 

half  years  old,  that  he  had  difficulty  throughout  his 

school career, and that, when at the age of fourteen, he 

was in the sixth grade and still experiencing academic 

and behavioral problems at home and at school, his 

mother  pursued  and  eventually  gained  his 

admission [**874]  into the Boys Ranch. Trial counsel 

also learned that, as a consequence of his being raised 

by a single mother who was addicted to prescription 

drugs and living on government assistance, Lee had an 
 
 

reasonableness of counsel's performance, as no set of rules 

can adequately allow for "the variety of circumstances faced 

by defense counsel or the range of legitimate decisions 

regarding how best to represent a criminal defendant." 

(Emphasis  supplied.)  Strickland  v.  Washington,  supra,  466 

U.S. at 709. See Hall v. McPherson, 284 Ga. 219 (2) (663 

SE2d 659) (2008). 

 
2 The habeas court found that trial counsel spoke with Karen 

Lee, "one of Mr. Lee's father's ex-wives, . . . [who] would not 

have been able to provide any early life mitigation about Mr. 

Lee."   However,   our   review   of   the   record   shows   that 

[***9] Karen   Lee   was   actually   Lee's   ex-wife   and   that, 

according to trial counsel's notes, she provided a limited 

amount of mitigating information regarding Lee's childhood. 

impoverished upbringing and suffered some abuse and 

neglect. However, there is no evidence that counsel 

discovered any public records that concluded that Lee 

had been severely abused or neglected. 

 
Trial counsel obtained funds from the trial court to have 

Lee evaluated for mitigating mental health evidence and 

hired Dr. Daniel Grant, a psychologist whom Adams 

[***10] had previously retained to assist him on another 

criminal case. Dr. Grant diagnosed Lee with attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Trial counsel also 

contacted Pamela Leonard, a mitigation specialist at the 

Multi-County Public Defender's Office, who suggested to 

counsel that they hire a social worker to assist them. 

Counsel testified that Leonard also suggested that they 

consult with Dr. Grant before retaining a social worker 

and that, when they did so, Dr. Grant told them that it 

was not necessary to hire a social worker, as he could 

"handle the testimony" connecting Lee's diagnosis and 

his behavior. 

 
3.  Trial  counsel's  sentencing  phase  strategy.  The 

habeas court [*83]  found that counsel's sentencing 

phase strategy was to "present mitigating evidence 

regarding Mr. Lee's upbringing, mental health, and other 

circumstances Mr. Lee had 'no control over.'" However, 

our review of the trial transcript and the habeas record 

shows that counsel's mitigation strategy was more 

focused than the habeas court found. Lee admitted to 

police after being taken into custody that he killed his 

father's girlfriend and stole his father's truck, and he 

offered  as  a  reason  for  his  crimes  that  he  wanted 

[***11] to get back at his father because his father had 

abandoned Lee and his mother. Based on the 

information trial counsel possessed regarding Lee's life 

history and because of Lee's statements about the 

crimes, counsel developed a mitigation strategy that 

revolved around the following: showing that Lee, who 

was 19 years old at the time of the crimes, was angry 

with his father for his abandonment of Lee and his 

mother when Lee was very young and for the chaotic, 

difficult life that Lee and his mother endured as a result; 

that Lee had no control over and was a victim of his 

ADHD,  which  impacted  not  only  his  behavior  on  the 

night of the crimes but also led him to make damaging 

statements to police; and that Lee's history at the Boys 

Ranch showed that he could succeed in a structured 

environment, and, thus, that life in prison, not death, 

was the appropriate sentence for Lee. 

 
Contrary to the habeas court's order, the record does 

not support a finding that Adams testified that, had he 

and Brooks known of the severity of the abuse that Lee 
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suffered as a child that was presented in the habeas 

proceeding, they would have presented it. Adams 

testified that he and Brooks "felt [they] had the best 

[***12] witnesses [they] could get," that they would not 

have presented the affidavit testimony of family and 

friends presented in the habeas proceeding, that the 

jury would have known the people from the area that 

gave those affidavits to Lee's habeas counsel, and that, 

for  the  most  part,  the  affiants  were  not  the  type  of 

people that counsel wanted to place in front of a jury. 

 
Adams also testified that he and Brooks had the 

advantage of "being able to look at a jury that some of 

whom were [their] clients, or people that [they'd] known 

for years." He explained that, because he and Brooks 

did not think a "Charlton County jury was going to be 

particularly receptive to trying to blame this shooting on 

the boy's mother," he and Brooks decided as a matter of 

strategy against defending Lee by "trashing his mother," 

although they were aware of incidents of physical abuse 

of Lee by his mother, such as slapping him and pulling 

his hair. Adams testified that they, instead, strategically 

decided to focus on Lee's father's abandonment and 

Lee's ADHD, because that strategy "seemed to dovetail 

perfectly" with Lee's statements to police that the 

motivation behind the crimes was getting at his father 

and with the  [***13] fact that Lee had made threatening 

[*84]  statements counsel considered merely bravado. 

The habeas court relied on Adams' statement that, "had 

[counsel] known that [Lee's mother] . . . physically 

abused [him] like beating him up, or cutting him, or 

something [**875]  like that, [they] may have placed that 

into evidence, certainly." However, when that statement 

is considered in context with the remainder of Adams' 

testimony, it is apparent that Adams meant that they 

would have presented evidence of atrocious abuse of 

Lee had they been aware of it. Adams' testimony, taken 

as a whole, shows that he considered the abuse 

presented in the habeas proceeding, like the abuse that 

counsel were aware of pre-trial, not to be so shockingly 

brutal that it would have led them to change their 

strategy. 

 
The   habeas   court   found   that   trial   counsel   acted 

unreasonably in ignoring indications in documents that 

were in counsel's possession that should have alerted 

them  that  the  physical  abuse  and  neglect  in  Lee's 

childhood were more severe than counsel believed. The 

habeas court cited two documents, an evaluation of Lee 

conducted by a social worker upon referral by Lee's 

kindergarten  teacher  (the  school  evaluation)  and  the 

[***14] State's mental evaluation of Lee completed one 

week  before Lee's  trial  (the  State  evaluation),  that  it 

found should have caused counsel to further investigate 

Lee's childhood. 
 
While  the  social  worker  who  prepared  the  school 

evaluation reported that Lee's mother admitted to having 

a drinking problem, additional school records contained 

much positive information about her. The records noted 

that  Lee's  mother  seemed  to  love  Lee  and  to  be 

concerned for his welfare; that from infancy she had 

been concerned about his behavior; that she entered 

Lee  into  a  program  at  the  Charlton  County  Training 

Center just prior to his entering kindergarten because 

she reasoned that he "needed an opportunity to be with 

other  children";  that  she  stated  that  she  had  never 

berated Lee's father in front of Lee, because she did not 

want Lee to grow up hating his father; that she bought 

Lee   a   dog   to   provide   him   companionship;   that 

throughout Lee's school career she regularly attended 

Individual  Education  Program  (I.E.P.)  conferences  to 

review and approve Lee's special education curriculum; 

and   that,   when   she   was   unable   to   attend   the 

conferences, she made other arrangements, including 

requesting conferences at her home  [***15] when she 

lacked   transportation.   The   school   evaluation   also 

contained incidents of Lee's behavior that demonstrated 

his  extreme  hyperactivity  at  a  young  age;  however, 

school records reported that Lee's mother had sought 

out and maintained psychiatric care for Lee from the 

time he was two and a half years old until the attending 

psychiatrist  released  him  at  the  age  of  seven  years. 

While  the  social  worker  visiting  Lee's  grandparents' 

home noted in the school evaluation that the home was 

"a  mess"  and  had  a  foul  odor,  she  also  stated  that 

[*85]  Lee's mother explained that she had been in bed 

for four days and apologized for the home's condition. 

The  school  records  contained  no  other  comments 

regarding the poor condition of Lee's home, although it 

appears that at least some I.E.P. conferences were held 

there.  The  social  worker  from  the  Boys  Ranch  who 

visited Lee's home in Florida noted that it was "fairly 

new"  and  was  "well-maintained  outside  and  inside." 

Although  in  the  school  evaluation  the  social  worker 

described Lee as having a severe case of dental caries, 

a  dirty  face,  and  being  "sloppily  dressed,"  a  school 

psychometrist who evaluated Lee during kindergarten 

noted  that  he  was  "neatly  dressed   [***16] and  well 

groomed,"  "appeared  to  be  socially  confident,"  was 

"comfortable" in adult company, and "displayed good 

social skills" and that he stated that he enjoyed playing 

games with his mother and grandparents at home. 3 

 
 
 
3 We note that some of this information is contrary to that 

*App. 144*
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The State evaluation reported that Lee gave a history of 

physical and emotional abuse by both his parents, that 

his mother's substance abuse prevented her from 

providing the nurturing care required for a child's 

upbringing, and that Lee described his mother as being 

at times unable to function, often out of control, and 

physically abusive to him by slapping him, pulling his 

hair,  and  throwing [**876]   him  out  of  the  house  on 

several occasions. The report concluded that 

"[i]ndependent verification of these experiences would 

be  valuable  as  far  as  documentation  of  childhood 

trauma and the effect which this can have on his 

subsequent emotional development" and that these 

factors could be considered mitigating. Adams was 

present during the State's evaluation of Lee and, thus, 

heard Lee's descriptions of childhood abuse and neglect 

referenced in the State evaluation. Adams testified in 

the habeas evidentiary hearing that he was aware of the 

incidents of physical abuse by Lee's mother  [***18] that 

Lee reported to the State psychologist, and that, after 

discussing with Dr. Grant the State evaluation, which 

concurred with Dr. Grant's diagnosis of Lee as suffering 

from ADHD, he and Brooks decided to remain with their 

original mitigation strategy of focusing on Lee's ADHD 

and his father's abandonment in presenting their 

mitigation case. This was not an unreasonable decision. 

See  Chandler v. United States, 218 F3d 1305, 1314 (XI) 

(11th Cir. 2000)  (en banc) ("Good advocacy requires 

'winnowing out' some arguments, witnesses, evidence, 

and  so  on,  to  stress  others.").  By  that  point,   [*86] 

counsel  had  reviewed  and  provided  Lee's  school 

records to Dr. Grant. Dr. Grant testified at trial that he 

reviewed Lee's school records and that, based on those 

records  and  his  interviews  with  Lee,  he  considered 

Lee's father's abandonment to have had the most 

significant negative impact on him. Our review of Lee's 

school and Boys Ranch records shows that, from 

kindergarten onward, Lee's relationship with his father 

was considered to be a significant contributor to Lee's 

problems. 

 
Trial counsel reasonably relied on the information that 

Lee provided to them that his childhood history of abuse 

and neglect was not constant and severe, particularly in 
 

 
alleged in the affidavit testimony that the habeas court found 

credible.        [***17] However,   we   do   not   consider   this 

information to establish the truth of the matters asserted but as 

an indication of the information known to defense counsel at 

the   time   they   made   their   decision   regarding   mitigation 

strategy.  Compare  Waldrip v. Head, 279 Ga. 826, 620 S.E.2d 

829 (II) (A) (2005) (refusing to consider inadmissible hearsay 

on appeal despite the absence of any objection). 

light of the evidence reported by the family members 

counsel spoke with and contained in the records in 

counsel's  possession.  See   Strickland  v.  Washington, 

supra,  466  U.S.  at  691  (stating  that  "[t]he 

reasonableness of counsel's actions may be determined 

or substantially influenced by the defendant's own 

statements"). Thus, we conclude as a matter of law that 

counsel, as "longtime local lawyers who knew their 

community," acted reasonably in strategically choosing 

not to focus on Lee's mother's shortcomings at trial 

based on the information they possessed. Rogers v. 

Zant, 13 F3d 384, 387 (11th Cir. 1994). See  Waters v. 

Thomas, 46 F3d 1506 (II) (E) (11th Cir. 1995) [***19] 

(en banc) (stating that  HN5[ ] "counsel's knowledge of 

local attitudes" and evaluation of the jury are intangible 

factors that are considered by most effective counsel in 

making decisions). See also  Turpin v. Mobley, 269 Ga. 

635  (3)  (D)  (502  SE2d  458)  (1998)  (whether  an 

attorney's trial tactics are reasonable is a question of 

law, not fact). 

 
The habeas court found, however, that counsel's 

decision not to introduce specific incidents of Lee's 

childhood history of abuse and neglect and his mother's 

substance abuse was not supported by a sufficient 

investigation. We need not determine whether counsel's 

investigation into mitigating evidence in Lee's case 

constituted deficient performance under the first prong 

of Strickland, because, even assuming the habeas court 

correctly concluded that counsel's failure to investigate 

and present the habeas testimony of Lee's childhood 

history of abuse and neglect constituted deficient 

performance, we conclude as a matter of law that Lee 

has not shown prejudice sufficient to warrant success of 

his overall ineffective assistance of counsel claim. See 

Strickland v. Washington, supra, 466 U.S. 668 at 697 

HN6[ ]    ("If    it    is    easier    to    dispose    of    an 

[***20] ineffectiveness claim on the ground of lack of 

sufficient  prejudice,  .  .  .  that  course  should  be 

followed."). See also  Schofield v. Holsey, 281 Ga. 809 

(II) n.1 (642 SE2d 56) (2007) (holding that the combined 

effect of trial counsel's various professional deficiencies 

should be considered). 

 
4. Actual prejudice.  HN7[ ] To determine prejudice in 

the sentencing phase of a case challenging a death 

sentence, "the question is  [*87]  whether there is a 

reasonable probability that, absent the errors, the 

sentencer . . . would have concluded that the balance of 

aggravating  and  mitigating  circumstances  did  not 

warrant  death."   Strickland  v.  Washington,  supra,  466 

U.S. at 695. In conducting this review, this Court must 

"reweigh the evidence in aggravation against the totality 
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of  available  mitigating [**877]   evidence,"   Wiggins  v. 

Smith, supra, 539 U.S. at 534, being mindful that a 

verdict "with overwhelming record support" is less likely 

to have been affected by errors than one "only weakly 

supported"  by  the  record.  Strickland  v.  Washington, 

supra, 466 U.S. at 696. 

 
a. The mitigating evidence presented at trial. We first 

review the mitigation evidence trial counsel actually 

presented. Lee's counsel supported their mitigation 

[***21] theory by first presenting the testimony of Lee's 

former teacher, who testified that, after being referred 

and tested, Lee was placed in her severely emotionally 

disturbed class at age seven, where he remained for 

three years; that he was on Ritalin for his hyperactivity 

but still was very impulsive and unable to maintain 

attention, keep a seat, or wait his turn to speak; that he 

suffered   from   some   basic   security   problems  and 

followed behind her in the classroom; that Lee's home 

was usually in disarray during her monthly home visits; 

that Lee's mother did not respond to suggestions that 

she get Lee involved in after-school activities and did 

not provide an authority figure for Lee; and that, after 

Lee was transitioned out of her classroom, he continued 

to receive help in a specific learning or brain disabilities 

class. 

 
Counsel then presented the testimony of Lee's parents 

to inform the jury of the instability, poverty, violence, 

abandonment, and alcohol and drug use that Lee was 

exposed to as a child. Lee's natural father testified that 

he had been married to seven women and had six 

children, some of whom were born out of wedlock; that 

about the time of Lee's birth he had an affair  [***22] that 

produced a child; that he and Lee's mother "did a lot of 

drinking" and had violent fights; that Lee's mother used 

a lot of marijuana; that he never paid child support for 

Lee and seldom saw him after he and Lee's mother 

separated when Lee was a toddler; that he had been "a 

bad father" to Lee; and that he did not know Lee well 

enough to name one redeeming quality that Lee 

possessed that made his life worth saving. Lee's mother 

likewise  testified  that  Lee's  father  was  never  a  real 

father to Lee; that he abandoned her and Lee physically 

and financially by the time that Lee reached three years 

of age, which required them to survive on government 

assistance; and that she was not always able to meet 

Lee's physical needs. She also testified that she and 

Lee spent most of Lee's preschool years living with her 

parents; that, when Lee was five years old, she left him 

with her parents and moved to Florida with her boyfriend 

for a year and a half  [*88]  before bringing Lee to live 

with them; that, after six months, she and Lee moved 

back to Charlton County; and that they returned to 

Florida after she married Lee's stepfather. She 

acknowledged that she frequently took Demerol while 

she was pregnant  [***23] with Lee and that for years 

she had had an "ongoing battle" with taking prescription 

drugs, intimating that it had affected her ability to be a 

good mother to Lee. She testified that Lee had always 

been extremely hyperactive; that he was placed on 

Ritalin before he was three years old; that as a child Lee 

could not sit still, could not concentrate, barked like a 

dog 4  rather than talked, and rocked incessantly; that 

she ceased giving Lee Ritalin at age seven because it 

caused him to be even more active; that, although she 

did not know how to handle Lee's hyperactivity, she tried 

to deal with it on her own from the time Lee was seven 

to thirteen years of age when she began the process of 

gaining his admission to the Boys Ranch; that, while 

Lee did well at the Ranch, when he returned home at 

age seventeen, he did not go to school and could not 

keep a job; and that he soon moved out of the home 

and did not return there to live. 

 
Lee's stepfather testified that he had served 12 years in 

prison for a murder committed during an armed robbery 

when he was 17, that he had never been in any trouble 

since that time and now ran his own farm, that he and 

Lee had a good relationship, and [**878]  that Lee was 

close to and helped care for his baby brother. Counsel 

testified that they hoped this testimony would convince 

the jury that, like his stepfather, Lee could be 

rehabilitated and become a responsible member of 

society. 

 
Lee's former house mother at the Boys Ranch testified 

that the Ranch did not accept boys into the program 

who had been "in lock-up" but only those who were 

referred  by  local  sheriffs'  departments;  that  referrals 

could  be  for  abuse  in  the  home  and  that  Lee  was 

referred because of problems at home and at school; 

that, as part of the Ranch's structured environment, Lee 

had  household  chores  and  farm  work  to  complete; 

[***25] and that he did well both in school and in the 
 
 
 
4 Lee's  habeas  counsel  submitted  a  great  deal  of  affidavit 

testimony about Lee's dog-like behavior when he was young, 

including the averment that he ate dog food.   The habeas 

order refers to this as one of Lee's most "bizarre" behaviors. 

However, Dr. Catherine Boyer,  [***24] one of Lee's habeas 

mental health experts, testified that she asked Lee about this 

behavior and that he stated that "[his] best friend was [his] 

dog," that he would "crawl under the house to be with her," 

and that he did not have to eat dog food but only tasted it out 

of curiosity about what it tasted like. 
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cottage home and was selected by the staff to receive 

the Ranch's most prestigious award. She became 

emotional when she testified that Lee had repeatedly 

told her that she was more like a mother to him than 

anyone,  that  she  thought  that  Lee's  problems   [*89] 

with authority and anger stemmed from his home life, 

that he was angry with his father for abandoning him 

and angry with his mother for rejecting him "for her 

boyfriend or her husband," and that Lee had talked with 

her about his mother's drug and alcohol use. She also 

testified that Lee was loving and caring; that she never 

feared him; that his outbursts of anger were followed by 

tears and apologies; that she still saw "good" in him; 

that he still called her "Mom" and her husband "Pop," 

and that he had last visited them shortly before the 

crimes. Her testimony showed that she was close to Lee 

at the time of the crimes, that, while she was aware of 

his shortcomings, she believed that they were largely 

due to his background, and that she considered his life 

worth saving because his time at the Boys Ranch 

demonstrated  that  he  thrived  in  a  structured 

environment. 

 
Finally,  trial  counsel  presented   [***26] Dr.  Grant  to 

show  how  Lee's  ADHD  affected  his  behavior  on  the 

night of the crimes and to explain threats he had made 

in statements to police. Dr. Grant testified that, after 

spending approximately 18 hours with Lee, reviewing 

Lee's school records from kindergarten through seventh 

grade, and conducting extensive testing of Lee, he 

concluded  that  Lee's  IQ  fell  within  the  low  average 

range, that Lee "fit[ ] within the diagnostic category of 

attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity, and 

substance abuse," and that he agreed with the State's 

mental evaluation of Lee. Dr. Grant opined that the 

environment in which Lee grew up exacerbated his 

problems, because, "starting very early in life, there was 

deprivation at times, where there wasn't even adequate 

food in the home"; that, in addition, there was "the 

abandonment by the father, . . . a lot of abuse, frequent 

changing  [of]  and  inconsistent  rules  and  caregivers"; 

that  Lee's  mother  "had  a  problem  with  substance 

abuse"; that she "was inconsistent in her behavior"; and 

that  "there  was  some  physical  abuse  as  well  as 

neglect." Dr. Grant explained that Lee was born with 

ADHD; that he had received no treatment for it since he 

was seven years  [***27] old; that roughly half of the 

individuals who exhibit ADHD symptoms as an adult will 

also develop other psychopathology, especially if they 

are not receiving treatment; that Lee should have 

continued in treatment, as ninety percent of ADHD 

sufferers respond well to treatment; and that the 

treatment of choice for the disorder was a structured 

environment.  Dr.  Grant  also  testified  that  he  had 

recently completed 15 years of working in the prison 

system, and he described the structured routine of a 

prisoner's life. 

 
The habeas court found that Dr. Grant's diagnosis 

allowed  the  State  to  credibly  argue  to  the  jury  that 

ADHD afflicts "millions of children"; however, Dr. Grant 

explained at trial that, while ADHD affects about three to 

five percent of children in the general population, only 

one and a half to three percent of the population still 

[*90]  exhibits symptoms as an adult, as Lee did. He 

also testified that, in cases where an individual 

experiences trauma, as Lee had, and is diagnosed with 

ADHD as early as Lee was, the disorder is more severe, 

more resistant to control, and more likely to continue 

into adulthood and that those individuals are likely to 

exhibit     more     severe     symptoms     in     adulthood 

[***28] than individuals who have onset later in life. Dr. 

Grant testified that adults with the disorder are impulsive 

and overly active, that they have problems with planning 

and  organization, [**879]   and  that  "one  of  the  core 

issues of the hyperactive individual is the fact of the 

difficulty regulating and controlling [emotions and] 

behavior." As previously noted, Dr. Grant also opined 

that the most significant impact on Lee's life was his 

father's abandonment of him, especially in light of the 

fact that his father had other children with whom he was 

very involved, and that Lee's ADHD was aggravated by 

his feelings of anger, frustration, resentment, and 

abandonment. To counter the State's argument that 

death was the appropriate sentence for Lee because of 

his future dangerousness, as evidenced by threatening 

statements he had made to police, Dr. Grant explained 

that adult ADHD sufferers commonly engage in lying or 

boasting to "project an image of toughness or bravado," 

and he opined that Lee did so in order to mask his fears 

of abandonment and rejection. He also testified that Lee 

did not seem mean, malicious, or aggressive and that, 

while Lee's ADHD did not excuse his crimes, it was "a 

major part  [***29] of his personality." 

 
b. The mitigating evidence presented in the habeas 

proceeding. In reviewing the affidavit testimony that Lee 

presented in the habeas proceeding, we note that much 

of it consists of hearsay and speculation that would not 

have been admissible at trial. See  Smith v. State, 270 

Ga. 240 (12) (510 SE2d 1) (1998) (holding that the 

hearsay rule is not suspended in the sentencing phase), 

overruled on other grounds by  O'Kelley v. State, 284 

Ga. 758 (3) (670 SE2d 388) (2008). The habeas court 

properly sustained the Warden's objections to much of 

this testimony. See  Whatley v. Terry, 284 Ga. 555, 668 
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S.E.2d 651 (V) (A) n.29  (2008) (urging habeas courts to 

make detailed rulings on admissibility where affidavits 

are submitted as evidence and where such affidavits are 

relied upon by expert witnesses in forming their 

opinions).  However,  in  some  instances,  the  habeas 

court cited and relied upon testimony it had previously 

ruled inadmissible to support its findings. 5 Affidavit 

testimony regarding  [*91]  the "addiction, dysfunction, 

and brutality that spanned multiple generations" of Lee's 

family that occurred before Lee's birth or did not directly 

affect    Lee    would    not    have    been    significantly 

[***30] mitigating. See  id. at 566 (noting that affidavits 

submitted by a habeas petitioner concerned things that 

affected his family members rather than him). 

 
Our review shows that much of the relevant and 

admissible  affidavit  testimony  concerning  Lee's 

childhood history of abuse and neglect is similar to what 

counsel testified that they were aware of pre-trial. While 

some affiants described Lee's mother as generally 

beating Lee, more often her treatment of Lee was stated 

in terms of her having slapped him, punched him, or 

pulled him by his hair. One affiant did testify that she 

saw Lee's mother hit him with a belt, knock him down, 

and kick him in the head and that Lee's mother often 

behaved this way. However, the remaining specific 

instances of physical abuse contained in the affidavit 

testimony that were  [***31] witnessed firsthand are as 

follows: (1) that, when Lee was two years old, he 

dropped a coffee cup, which resulted in Lee's mother's 

shouting obscenities at him and smacking him hard 

across the face, leaving a mark; (2) that, when he was 

about four years old, his mother "clenched her fist and 

gave [Lee] a backhand right in the mouth," causing his 

head to hit the terrazzo floor and his mouth to bleed; (3) 

that, at six years of age, she hit Lee across the face, 

leaving a "big red hand print"; and (4) that, when he was 

nine years old, she beat Lee in the chest and pulled his 

hair. There is also testimony that Lee's mother called 

Lee obscene names, that she never said nice things 

about him or showed him affection, and that she begged 

others for diet or pain pills, exchanged sexual favors for 

drugs, and sold pills to earn money to buy more drugs. 

Both  Lee's  grandparents'  home  and  the  apartment 

where Lee lived as a child with his mother are described 
 
 

5 For  instance,  the  habeas  court   granted   the   Warden's 

objection  to  affidavit  testimony  concerning  Lee's  mother's 

as "reek[ing]" of marijuana and cigarette smoke and as 

being roach-infested, cluttered, [**880]  and filthy, and 

Lee is described as being constantly dirty and hungry 

and frequently having head lice as a child. Lee's father 

and mother testified in their  [***32] affidavits that they 

fought violently in Lee's presence. 6 While there is 

affidavit testimony that Lee's grandfather drank heavily 

and his grandmother took Valium, there is no testimony 

that either of Lee's grandparents mistreated him. 

 
The additional evidence presented in the habeas court 

is disturbing and certainly shows that Lee came from a 

dysfunctional family. However, particularly in light of the 

mitigating evidence that the jury did hear, this additional 

testimony fails to establish that Lee's  [*92]  childhood 

was so harmful or horrific as to create a reasonable 

probability that it would "'have influenced the jury's 

appraisal' of [Lee's] moral culpability. [Cit.]" Wiggins v. 

Smith, supra, 539 U.S. at 538 (finding prejudice where 

counsel unreasonably failed to present mitigating 

evidence that the petitioner's mother left the petitioner 

and his siblings home alone for days, forcing them to 

beg for food and to eat paint chips and garbage; that 

she beat the petitioner for breaking into the kitchen, 

which she kept locked; that she forced  [***33] his hand 

against a hot burner, for which he was hospitalized; that 

she had sex with men while he slept in the same bed; 

and that the petitioner was placed in foster care at age 

six, during which he suffered physical torment, sexual 

molestation,    and    repeated    rape).    See     Hall    v. 

McPherson, 284 Ga. at 219 (2), 223-226 (663 SE2d 

659) (2008) (finding prejudice where counsel failed to 

present mitigating evidence that the petitioner was 

beaten with two belts wrapped together, went shoeless 

in cold weather, rummaged through dumpsters, roamed 

the street at 3:00 a.m., slept in abandoned cars because 

he was not allowed home on weekends, and was 

removed from the home, placed in State custody, and 

spent his youth in foster homes, detention centers, and 

group homes). 

 
c. The strength of the State's case against Lee and the 

evidence in aggravation. The mitigation evidence Lee's 

habeas counsel has presented is less compelling when 

considered in light of the strength of the State's case, 

including Lee's incriminating statements to his 

companions and to the police. The evidence presented 

at trial also showed that, when Lee was stopped by a 

reputation in the community on the ground that it was based    

on inadmissible hearsay, yet the habeas court relied on the 

testimony it previously ruled inadmissible to find that trial 

counsel failed to present evidence that Lee's mother 

"developed a reputation as a 'pill junkie.'" 

6 We note that Lee's father indicated at trial that he had struck 

Lee's mother; however, he testified that he did not "remember" 

doing so in front of Lee. 
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highway  patrolman  after  the  murder,  he  placed  a 

cocked, loaded gun that he had stolen  [***34] in his 

companion's lap and told the companion to get out and 

"shoot the cop" while he "cover[ed]" the companion with 

another  stolen,  loaded  gun.  In  addition,  the  habeas 

court based its determination that Lee was prejudiced in 

part on its conclusion that Lee did not plan to kill 

Chancey. However, the evidence presented at trial 

authorized the jury to find that "Lee and his girl friend 

decided to drive to Pierce County to kill Lee's father and 

steal his father's Chevrolet Silverado pickup truck" and 

that, "[w]hen Lee learned that his father was not home, 

he decided to kill . . . Chancey."  Lee v. State, supra, 270 

Ga. at 799. 

 
The jury also found the presence of four statutory 

aggravating circumstances, 7 and the evidence at trial 

showed that Lee threw  [*93]  Chancey, wounded and 

bleeding, into the back of the Silverado, drove her for 

about an hour to a secluded area, dragged her out of 

the truck bed and "quite a distance from the road," and 

shot her two more times while removing her jewelry. 

The non-statutory aggravating evidence the State 

presented at trial included the testimony that Lee was 

on probation at the time of the crimes for two counts of 

burglary and for theft by taking for stealing  [***35] a 

truck; that Lee had violated his probation and had stolen 

a car and viciously beaten a man because he "wanted 

to see blood, a lot of blood"; that, 15 months after the 

crimes while awaiting trial, Lee, acting alone, escaped 

from jail, stole a vehicle, and [**881]  fled to Florida; and 

that, upon his recapture, he made several threatening 

statements to police, including that he still wanted to kill 

his father and that, if he were ever given the opportunity, 

he swore that he would kill the detective and the GBI 

agent assigned to his case. Compare  Williams v. Allen, 

542 F3d 1326, 1343 (II) (A) (2) (11th Cir. 2008) (noting 

that the fact that the case was not highly aggravated 

"[f]urther support[ed] a finding of prejudice"). All things 

considered, we conclude that there is no reasonable 

probability that Lee would have received a different 

sentence had the jury heard the additional life history 

mitigation  evidence  that  he  submitted  in  his  habeas 
 

 
 
 

7 The jury found that Lee committed the murder while engaged 

in  the  commission  of  armed  robbery  and  kidnapping  with 

bodily injury, that he committed the murder for himself or 

another for the purpose of receiving money or any other thing 

of monetary value,  [***36] and that the offense of murder was 

outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible, or inhuman in that it 

involved an aggravated battery to the victim before death. 

OCGA § 17-10-30 (b) (2), (4), (7). 

proceeding. 
 
C. Failure to Present Psychiatric Mitigating Evidence as 

Presented in the Habeas Proceeding 
 
The habeas court found that trial counsel's failure to 

discover and present to Dr. Grant Lee's life history as 

set out in the affidavit testimony discussed above and 

the records from the Charlton County Training Center, 

which Lee attended during the summer prior to entering 

kindergarten, led to Dr. Grant's incomplete diagnosis of 

Lee. The habeas court found that the fact that Lee was 

mistakenly diagnosed as mentally retarded while at the 

Training Center would have demonstrated the negative 

impact of his deprived environment and provided Lee's 

mental health expert with the information to support a 

theory that Lee "was less culpable as the result of his 

childhood and impairments." However, our review of the 

record shows that trial counsel actually did obtain and 

submit to Dr. Grant as a part of Lee's school records an 

evaluation of Lee performed in kindergarten that 

contained  the  information   that  Lee's  classification 

[***37] of  functioning  had  been  in  "the  Mild  level  of 

Mental Retardation" according to previous results of a 

test administered at the Training Center. Dr. Grant 

indicated during his testimony at trial that he found this 

kindergarten evaluation "significant." Thus, we conclude 

that Lee was not prejudiced by trial counsel's failure to 

obtain the Charlton County Training Center records. As 

to the affidavit testimony, Dr. Grant testified in the 

habeas court that had he possessed the additional 

information that the  [*94]  affidavits provided, he would 

have diagnosed Lee as also suffering from post- 

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), would have testified 

to that diagnosis, and also would have testified to and 

explained how the chaos, neglect, and abuse in Lee's 

life "had a clear nexus to the crimes in this case." 

However, Dr. Grant did not explain how Lee's PTSD 

was  related  to  the  murder.  Although  he  noted  "the 

vague  flashbacks  that  [Lee]  recalled  during  [his] 

interview with him," Dr. Grant did not claim that, at the 

time of the murder, Lee was experiencing a flashback or 

was in a disassociative state as a result of his PTSD. 

 
In order to show that "a mental health expert who was 

fully informed" of Lee's background  [***38] could have 

provided  the  jury  with  an  explanation  of  how  Lee's 

mental impairments related to the murder, the habeas 

court quoted extensively from the affidavit of another 

psychologist retained by Lee's habeas counsel, Dr. 

Catherine Boyer. However, HN8[ ] "the critical issue" 

in  a case such as this is what the expert consulted at 

the time of trial "would have been willing to testify to had 
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[that expert] been provided the materials trial counsel 

allegedly failed to provide."  Schofield v. Holsey, supra, 

281 Ga. at 813. 
 
Further, contrary to the implication in the habeas court's 

order that Dr. Boyer also diagnosed Lee with PTSD, Dr. 

Boyer made no diagnosis of Lee's mental condition at 

the time of her interview or at the time of the crimes and, 

in fact, conducted no psychological testing of Lee. 

Rather, she testified that, while PTSD "would be a very 

reasonable diagnosis" of Lee's mental condition at the 

time of the crimes based upon her interview with Lee 

and her review of the affidavits, the records Dr. Grant 

reviewed, and the pre-trial testing of Lee that Dr. Grant 

performed, she could not make a diagnosis of Lee's pre- 

trial mental condition, because she did not see Lee at 

that   time.   In   that   portion    [***39] of   her   affidavit 

testimony relied upon by the habeas court to connect 

Lee's "mental impairments" or "significant emotional 

problems" with the crimes, Dr. Boyer testified that Lee's 

"impaired [**882]   impulse  control,  impaired  emotional 

control, high levels of distress, and inability to structure 

or   stabilize   his  own  life"   made  him  "particularly 

vulnerable  to  involvement  in  the  murder."  Even 

assuming it were proper to allow her testimony 

connecting Lee's undiagnosed "mental impairments" or 

"emotional problems" with the crimes to substitute for 

testimony  connecting  Dr.  Grant's  new  diagnosis  of 

PTSD and the crimes, we do not find that portion of her 

testimony significantly different from Dr. Grant's trial 

testimony  regarding  the  effects  of  Lee's  environment 

and ADHD upon him that are discussed above. 

 
Lee argues that a diagnosis of PTSD is more compelling 

than a diagnosis of ADHD, because PTSD is an Axis I 

diagnosis  and this  Court has found ineffective 

assistance of counsel where trial counsel  [*95]  failed at 

the sentencing phase of a death penalty trial to present 

evidence of another Axis I diagnosis, major depression. 

See   Hall  v.  McPherson,  supra,  284  Ga.  at  235. 

However, HN9[ ] in determining prejudice, this 

[***40] Court  evaluates  the  totality  of  the  evidence  - 

"both that adduced at trial, and the evidence adduced in 

the habeas proceeding[.]"  Williams v. Taylor, supra, 529 

U.S. at 397. Here, Lee's trial expert failed to connect his 

new  diagnosis  of  PTSD  to  the  crimes,  and  the 

connection that his habeas expert made between his 

undiagnosed "mental impairments" and the crimes is 

similar to the connection his trial expert made between 

his diagnosis of ADHD and the crimes. Thus, there is no 

reasonable probability that a jury confronted with the 

psychiatric mitigating evidence as presented in Lee's 

habeas proceeding, including Dr. Grant's new diagnosis 

of PTSD, would have returned a different sentence. 

Compare  Hall v. McPherson, supra, 284 Ga. at 234-235 

(finding prejudice where counsel failed to present 

evidence of defendant's childhood abuse and neglect by 

his mother, his early exposure to alcohol and drugs, and 

readily available expert psychiatric testimony explaining 

how that background led to his major depression, where 

the only argument by the State in favor of a death 

sentence was that the defendant chose his life of drug 

addiction, although others, particularly his mother, had 

tried to help  [***41] him). 

 
D. Alleged Failure to Investigate and Present the 

Relationship between Lee's Mental Impairments and the 

Crimes 

 
The habeas court found trial counsel were deficient in 

failing to investigate and present the relationship 

between Lee's mental impairments and the crimes. 

However, as the foregoing discussion shows, trial 

counsel investigated and presented evidence of that 

relationship. Thus, the habeas court erred in finding 

otherwise. Moreover, as discussed above, we conclude 

as a matter of law that, had trial counsel presented the 

evidence connecting Lee's mental impairments to the 

crimes  that  he  presented  in  his  habeas  proceeding, 

there is no reasonable probability that it would have 

resulted in a different sentence. 

 
E. Failure to Present Evidence of Lee's Life Leading Up 

to the Crimes 

 
The habeas court found that trial counsel unreasonably 

failed to present evidence to rebut the State's evidence 

in aggravation that Lee had been involved in criminal 

activity during the time period after he left the Boys 

Ranch up to the time of the crimes. We do not agree 

with  the  habeas  court's  finding  that  the  affidavit 

testimony of Rick Pope and Brenda Morgan, who 

testified  that  Lee  worked  for  their   [***42] cleaning 

services for a short time after he left the Boys Ranch, 

would have undermined the State's theory that Lee 

adopted a violent life of crime after he left the Boys 

Ranch or the habeas court's  [*96]  finding that such 

testimony would have been mitigating because it would 

have  portrayed  a  sympathetic  picture  of  Lee  as 

homeless and unemployed at the time of the crimes. 

Their testimony shows that, if Lee was homeless and 

unemployed at the time of the crimes, it was his choice. 

Both Pope and Morgan testified that they offered their 

homes to Lee as a place to live and treated him like a 

member of the family, that they provided him with 

employment  that  he  was  capable  of  performing  well, 
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and that Lee chose to leave their [**883]  homes and 

their  employment  after  a  few  months.  Pope  testified 

that, after Lee left, he would return periodically in order 

to earn a little money and would then leave again; that 

he "sensed a change in [Lee]"; and that, when he tried 

to talk to Lee about the crowd he was associating with 

and to warn him "that he would wind up in jail or in 

prison by the time he was 21 if he continued to go down 

that road," Lee told him that his new friends made him 

happy. 

 
Nor do we agree with  [***43] the habeas court's finding 

that  trial  counsel  were  deficient  for  not  eliciting  from 

Lee's   mother  at   the   sentencing   phase   testimony 

showing that, shortly before the crimes, she refused 

Lee's request for financial help and referred him to his 

father because he had been "living the high life all these 

years. . . ." 8 Not only has Lee failed to show that he or 

his mother informed trial counsel of this information, but 

this  testimony  would  not  have  been  particularly 

mitigating considering there was no evidence that Lee 

attempted to ask or even considered asking his father 

for financial help before killing Chancey and taking his 

father's truck. Had counsel presented this evidence at 

trial, the State would likely have argued that Lee's father 

may  have  assisted  him  if  Lee  had  asked,  as  the 

evidence showed that Lee's father had provided Lee's 

bail to secure his release from jail when he was 

incarcerated on other charges prior to the murder and 

had  provided  a  home  for  him  for  months  after  his 

release. Moreover, Lee chose against counsel's advice 

to  testify  at  the  sentencing  phase.  The  affidavit 

testimony Lee presented would not have significantly 

mitigated the State's argument that he had chosen 

[***44] a violent criminal path in light of the fact that, on 

cross-examination, he testified that shortly before the 

murder he stole six guns, including the one with which 

he killed Chancey, in order to defend himself from the 

police from whom he "was on the run" at the time. 

 
F. Failure to Introduce Records 

 
We also conclude that Lee did not suffer constitutionally 

significant  [*97]  prejudice from his trial counsel's failure 

to introduce the State's mental health evaluation of Lee, 

the Charlton County school evaluation, and portions of 

Lee's  school   records   at   the   sentencing   phase,   9 

because  Dr.  Grant,  Lee's  mother,  and  his  former 

teacher provided testimony regarding his mental 

impairments, deprivation, and abuse. In addition, the 

State evaluation noted that Lee reported that he was 

asked to leave the Boys Ranch because of his behavior 

in school. This information would have undermined 

counsel's  mitigation  strategy  to  show  that  Lee 

succeeded at the Boys Ranch and, thus, would do well 

in the structured  [***45] environment of a prison, and it 

also  likely  would  have  undermined  the  credibility  of 

Lee's cottage mother, whom counsel testified, and our 

review of the trial transcript shows, was a strong 

mitigation witness for Lee. Further, the information 

contained in these documents is no more atrocious or 

adverse than that contained in the affidavit testimony, 

and, as discussed above, the omission of that testimony 

did not prejudice Lee. 

 
G. Combined Effect of Individual Ineffective Assistance 

Claims 

 
Considering the combined effect of the deficiencies 

assumed in the discussion above, we conclude that 

those deficiencies would not in all reasonable probability 

have changed the outcome of the sentencing phase of 

Lee's trial. See  Schofield v. Holsey, supra, 281 Ga. at 

811 n. 1 (holding that the combined effect of trial 

counsel's errors should be considered). 

 
Case No. S09X1345 
 
III. Proportionality of Lee's Sentence 

 
Lee contends in his cross-appeal that the habeas court 

erred in denying his claim that his death sentence was 

disproportionate [**884]      [***46] and    that    it    was 

imposed arbitrarily and capriciously because the way in 

which this Court conducts its proportionality review is 

unconstitutional and violates Georgia statutory 

requirements. The habeas court correctly found that 

portion of Lee's claim "wherein he assert[ed] his death 

sentence [wa]s disproportionate" was res judicata. See 

Lee v. State, supra, 270 Ga. at 804. "[W]e perceive no 

reason to re-examine the issue [of the proportionality of 

Lee's death sentence]."  Schofield v. Meders, 280 Ga. 

865, 871 (8) (632 SE2d 369) (2006) (declining to re- 

examine proportionality on habeas corpus). See  Davis 
 

 
 

8 We note that the habeas court relied on affidavit testimony it 

previously ruled inadmissible as hearsay to find that Lee's 

mother also told him at the time that his father's Silverado was 

his "child support." 

9 We  offer  no  opinion  as  to  the  admissibility  of  these 

documents.    See  Smith  v.  State,  supra,  270  Ga.  at  249 

(holding that the hearsay rule is not suspended in the 

sentencing phase). 
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v.  Turpin,  273  Ga.  244  (2)  (539  SE2d  129)  (2000) 

(same). 

 
The habeas court did not rule on the remaining portion 

of  Lee's  claim.  However,  as  a  review  of  the  record 

shows that Lee failed to  [*98]  assert in his original 

petition, his amended petition, or his post-hearing brief a 

constitutional or statutory challenge to this Court's 

method of proportionality review as provided in  OCGA § 

17-10-35 (c), it is waived. See  Harris v. State, 114 Ga. 

436, 438 (40 SE 315) (1901) (holding that a question 

that is not raised or passed upon in the lower court 

cannot be considered by a reviewing court). See also 

HN10[ ]   OCGA  §  9-14-44   [***47] (stating  that  the 

contents of a habeas petition must "clearly set forth the 

respects in which the petitioner's rights were violated"). 

Even assuming this claim were not waived,  HN11[ ] 

"the method by which this Court conducts its 

proportionality review satisfies Georgia statutory 

requirements and is not unconstitutional." Davis v. 

Turpin,  supra,  273  Ga.  at  245.  See   Gissendaner  v. 

State, 272 Ga. 704 (16) (532 SE2d 677) (2000). 
 

Accordingly, we order Lee's death sentence reinstated. 
 
Judgment affirmed in Case No. S09X1345 and reversed 

in Case No. S09A1344. All the Justices concur. 
 

 
 

End of Document 
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Case Summary 
 

 
 
Procedural Posture 

Defendant appealed his murder conviction from the 

Charlton Superior Court (Georgia), arguing that the 

incriminating statements he made to police were not 

voluntary. 

 
Overview 

A jury found defendant guilty of malice murder, felony 

murder, armed robbery, and possession of a firearm 

during the commission of a crime. For the murder, the 

jury recommended a death sentence, finding as 

aggravating  circumstances  that  defendant  had 

committed the murder while engaged in the commission 

of armed robbery and kidnapping with bodily injury. 

Defendant appealed. The court noted that the standard 

for determining the admissibility of defendant's 

confession was the preponderance of evidence. To 

determine whether the state had proven that a 

confession was made voluntarily, the trial court was 

required to consider the totality of the circumstances. 

The court noted that defendant was in police custody 

only a short time, was not under the influence of drugs 

or alcohol, was not subjected to any physical or 

psychological coercion, and was informed of and waived 

his Miranda rights on several occasions. Defendant's 

conviction was affirmed because considering the totality 

of the circumstances, the trial court correctly found that 

defendant's incriminating statements were voluntary and 

admissible. 

 
Outcome 

Defendant's  murder  conviction  was  affirmed  because 

the incriminating statements made by defendant while 

he was in police custody were voluntary. 
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Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Standards of 

Review > Clearly Erroneous Review > Confessions 

& Interrogation 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Commencement of 
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Criminal Law & Procedure > Commencement of 

Criminal 

Proceedings > Interrogation > Voluntariness 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Appeals > Standards of 

Review > General Overview 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Standards of 

Review > Clearly Erroneous Review > General 

Overview 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Standards of 

Review > Clearly Erroneous Review > Findings of 

Fact 

 
HN1[ ]  Clearly Erroneous Review, Confessions & 

Interrogation 

 
The standard for determining the admissibility of 

confessions is the preponderance of evidence. To 

determine whether the state has proven that a 

confession was made voluntarily, the trial court must 

consider the totality of the circumstances. Unless clearly 

erroneous, a trial court's findings as to factual 

determinations and credibility relating to the admissibility 

of a confession will be upheld on appeal. 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > Commencement of 

Criminal 

Proceedings > Interrogation > Voluntariness 

 
HN2[ ]  Interrogation, Voluntariness 

 
Encouraging a suspect to tell the truth is not a "hope of 

benefit" that would render a statement involuntary under 

Ga. Code Ann. § 24-3-50. 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Murder > Felony 

Murder > Elements 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Murder > Felony 

Murder > General Overview 

 
HN3[ ]  Felony Murder, Elements 

 
A person commits the offense of felony murder when, in 

the commission of a felony, he causes the death of 

another human being irrespective of malice.  Ga. Code 

Ann. § 16-5-1 (c). A murder may be committed in the 

commission of a felony, although it does not take place 

until after the felony itself has been technically 

completed, if the homicide is committed within the res 

gestae of the felony. 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Crimes Against 

Persons > Robbery > General Overview 

 
HN4[ ]  Crimes Against Persons, Robbery 

 
It is well-settled that a defendant commits a robbery if 

he kills the victim first and then takes the victim's 

property. 

 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Standards of 

Review > De Novo Review > General Overview 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Appeals > Standards of 

Review > General Overview 

 
HN5[ ]  Standards of Review, De Novo Review 

 
The  trial  court's  application  of  the  law  to  undisputed 

facts is subject to de novo appellate review. 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Warrantless 

Searches > Vehicle Searches > General Overview 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Search & 

Seizure > Warrantless Searches > General 

Overview 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > Search & 

Seizure > Warrantless Searches > Investigative 

Stops 

 
HN6[ ]  Warrantless Searches, Vehicle Searches 

 
Flight in connection with other circumstances may be 

sufficient probable cause to uphold a warrantless arrest 

or search. Certainly these circumstances give rise to an 

articulable suspicion that a criminal act may have been 

occurring so as to authorize a brief investigatory stop. 
 
 
 

Criminal Law & Procedure > Sentencing > Capital 

Punishment > Aggravating Circumstances 
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Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Crimes Against 

Persons > Kidnapping > General Overview 

 
Criminal Law & Procedure > ... > Crimes Against 

Persons > Kidnapping > Elements 

 
HN7[ ]        Capital       Punishment,       Aggravating 

Circumstances 

 
The offense of kidnapping with bodily injury, when 

sufficiently part of the same criminal transaction, may be 

considered as and found to be a  Ga. Code Ann. § 17- 

10-30(b)(2) aggravating circumstance of a murder. 
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Judges: Carley, Justice. All the Justices concur. 

 
Opinion by: CARLEY 

 

Opinion 
 
 
 

[*798]  [**2]   Carley, Justice. 
 
A jury found James Allyson Lee guilty of malice murder, 

felony murder, armed robbery, and possession of a 

firearm during the commission of a crime. For the 

murder,  the  jury  recommended  a  death  sentence, 

finding  the  following  aggravating  circumstances:  that 

Lee had committed the murder while engaged in the 

commission  of  armed  robbery  and  kidnapping  with 

bodily injury; that Lee had committed the murder for 

himself or another for the purpose of receiving money or 

any other thing of monetary value; and that the offense 

of murder was outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible or 

inhuman,  in  thatit  involved  an  aggravated  battery  to 

the [***2]  victim before death.  O.C.G.A. § 17-10-30 (b) 

(2),  [**3]   (4),  (7). Lee's motion for new trial was  [*799] 

denied and he appeals. 1 

 
 
 

1 The crimes occurred on May 26, 1994, and the Charlton 

County grand jury indicted Lee on September 2, 1994, for 

malice murder, felony murder, kidnapping with bodily injury, 

armed robbery, theft by taking, possession of a firearm during 

the commission of a felony, and possession of a firearm by a 

convicted felon. The State filed its notice of intent to seek the 

[***3]  The Guilt-Innocence Phase of Trial 
 
1. The evidence presented at trial authorized the jury to 

find the following: Lee and an accomplice broke into a 

gun store on May 25, 1994, and stole several guns, 

including a ten millimeter Glock pistol. Afterwards, Lee 

and his girl friend decided to drive to Pierce County to 

kill  Lee's   father   and   steal   his   father's   Chevrolet 

Silverado pickup truck. When Lee learned that his father 

was not home, he decided to kill his father's live-in girl 

friend, Sharon Chancey. In the early morning hours of 

May 26, 1994, Lee's girl friend lured the victim from the 

house by claiming that her Toyota had broken down 

nearby. When Ms. Chancey pulled up to the Toyota in 

the Silverado and got out, Lee shot her in the face and 

threw her in the back of the pickup. Lee then drove the 

truck to a secluded area in Charlton County. After 

dragging Ms. Chancey into the woods, Lee reached 

down to strip two rings from her. She was still alive, and 

grabbed his arm. Lee responded by shooting her two 

more times and killing her. 

 
After swapping the Silverado and Toyota license plates, 

Lee and his girl friend drove to Florida in the pickup 

truck.   While   in   Florida,   Lee   made [***4]    several 

incriminating  remarks  to  friends  and  his  girl  friend's 

sister. At about 11:30 p.m. on May 26, 1994, Lee was 

stopped for a broken taillight and, after a check revealed 

that the Silverado was stolen, he was arrested. The ten 

millimeter  Glock  pistol  was  recovered  from  the 

Silverado, and this gun was determined by a firearms 

expert to be the murder weapon. The police also found 

Ms. Chancey's purse and identification in the Silverado. 

Lee  gave  several  incriminating  statements  to  various 

law enforcement officials in Florida and Georgia, 

including a videotaped confession at the crime scenes 

in Charlton and Pierce counties. 
 

 
 
 
death penalty on November 2, 1994. The trial was held May 

28-June 6, 1997. At trial, the trial court directed verdicts of 

acquittal for kidnapping with bodily injury and theft by taking, 

and  the  State  nol  prossed  the  charge  of  possession  of  a 

firearm by a convicted felon. Lee was convicted of the 

remaining counts and, in addition to the death sentence for 

malice  murder,  the  trial  court  imposed  a  life  sentence  for 

armed robbery and a consecutive five-year sentence for 

possession of a firearm during the commission of a felony. 

The felony murder conviction was vacated by operation of law, 

Malcolm v. State, 263 Ga. 369 (4) (434 S.E.2d 479) (1993). 

Lee filed a motion for new trial on July 3, 1997, amended on 

February 19, 1998, which was denied on April 15, 1998. Lee 

filed his notice of appeal on May 14, 1998, and the case was 

orally argued on September 15, 1998. 
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The evidence was sufficient to enable a rational trier of 

fact to find proof of Lee's guilt of malice murder, felony 

murder, armed robbery,  [*800]  and possession of a 

firearm during the commission of a felony beyond a 

reasonable doubt.  Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307 (99 

S. Ct.   2781, 61 L. Ed. 2d 560) (1979). The evidence 

was also sufficient to authorize the jury to find beyond a 

reasonable doubt the four statutory aggravating 

circumstances which supported his death sentence for 

the murder.  Jackson v. Virginia, supra;  O.C.G.A. § 17- 

10-35 (c) (2). 
 
2.    Lee    complains [***5]     that    the    incriminating 

statements he made to the police on May 26-27, 1994, 

were not voluntary. O.C.G.A. § 24-3-50. 
 

"HN1[ ] 'The standard for determining the admissibility 

of  confessions is the preponderance of evidence. To 

determine  whether  the  state  has  proven  that  a 

confession was made voluntarily, the trial court must 

consider the totality of the circumstances. Unless clearly 

erroneous, a trial court's findings as to factual 

determinations and credibility relating to the admissibility 

of a confession will be upheld on appeal.'" [Cit.] 
 

 
 
Gober v. State, 264 Ga. 226, 228 (2) (b) (443 S.E.2d 

616) (1994). Lee was 19 years old, in police custody 

only a short time, not under the influence of drugs or 

alcohol, not subjected to any physical or psychological 

coercion,  [**4]  and he was informed of and waived his 

Miranda rights on several occasions. After Lee admitted 

to killing his father's girl friend and stealing the truck, a 

police officer asked him if he would make another 

statement on audiotape. Lee agreed, but when the 

recording began Lee asked the officer, "What should I 

do? Should I talk?" The officer replied, "That's up to you, 

man.  All  you're  going  to  do  is  help  yourself  out." 

Contrary [***6]  to Lee's assertion, the officer's comment 

was not a "hope of benefit" that would render Lee's 

statement involuntary under O.C.G.A. § 24-3-50. See 

Gilliam v. State, 268 Ga. 690, 692 (3) (492 S.E.2d 185) 

(1997)  HN2[ ] (encouraging a suspect to tell the truth 

is  not a "hope of benefit" under O.C.G.A. § 24-3-50); 

Gober, supra at 228 (2) (b);  Caffo v. State, 247 Ga. 751, 

756-757 (3) (279 S.E.2d 678) (1981) (telling a suspect 

he would "feel better" if he confessed is not a "hope of 

benefit" under O.C.G.A. § 24-3-50). Considering the 

totality of the circumstances, we conclude that the trial 

court correctly found that Lee's incriminating statements 

on May 26-27, 1994, were voluntary and admissible. 

Gilliam, 268 Ga. at 692-693 (3); Gober, supra. 

3. Lee's contentions that the State failed to prove the 

identity of the victim or that Charlton County was the 

proper  venue  for  the  murder  conviction  are  without 

merit. Viewed in the light most favorable to the 

prosecution, the evidence was clearly sufficient to 

support a jury finding beyond a reasonable doubt that 

Sharon Chancey was the murder victim, and that Ms. 

Chancey was still alive in Charlton County when she 

was fatally shot two more times.  [***7]   Jackson  [*801]  

v. Virginia, supra. 

 
4. After the State rested its case in the guilt-innocence 

phase, the trial court directed a verdict of acquittal on 

the charge of kidnapping with bodily injury because the 

evidence showed that the inception of the kidnapping 

was in Pierce County.   Potts v. State, 261 Ga. 716, 720 

(2) (410 S.E.2d 89) (1991) (venue for kidnapping with 

bodily injury lies within the county where the victim is 

seized);  Krist v. State, 227 Ga. 85, 91 (4) (179 S.E.2d 

56) (1970). The trial court, however, refused to direct a 

verdict of acquittal on the charge of felony murder even 

though the felony murder indictment specifies that 

kidnapping with bodily injury is the underlying felony. 

Lee asserts that this denial was error. 

 
HN3[ ] A person commits the offense of felony murder 

"when, in the commission of a felony, he causes the 

death of another human being irrespective of malice." 

O.C.G.A. § 16-5-1 (c). "A murder may be committed in 

the commission of a felony, 'although it does not take 

place until after the felony itself has been technically 

completed, if the homicide is committed within the res 

gestae of the felony.'"  Diamond v. State, 267 Ga. 249, 

250 (2) (477 S.E.2d [***8]  562) (1996). We conclude 

that Lee's murder of Ms. Chancey was within the res 

gestae of the kidnapping with bodily injury, since Ms. 

Chancey was under the continuous control of the 

defendant until she was killed. To hold otherwise would 

lead to the absurdity that a defendant who commits 

kidnapping with bodily injury in one county, and abducts 

the victim to a second county where he kills her without 

malice aforethought, could not be charged with felony 

murder  in  either  county.  See   O.C.G.A.  §  17-2-2  (c) 

(venue for homicide lies in county where cause of death 

is inflicted); Potts, supra. The trial court did not err in 

denying Lee's motion for a directed verdict of acquittal of 

felony murder. In addition, Lee can show no harm 

resulting from the denial of this motion. "Since the jury 

returned a verdict specifying that it found the defendant 

guilty of 'malice murder,' any issue of felony murder is 

moot." Holiday v. State, 258 Ga. 393, 398 (12) (369 

S.E.2d 241) (1988). 
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5. The evidence was sufficient to support Lee's 

conviction for armed robbery, despite Lee's contention 

that he did not take the victim's rings until after she was 

dead.    Jackson v. Virginia, supra.  HN4[ ] It is well- 

settled [***9]  that a defendant commits a robbery if he 

kills the victim first and then takes the victim's property. 

Francis v. State, 266 Ga. 69, 70-71 (1) (463 S.E.2d 859) 

(1995);  Crowe v. State, 265 Ga. 582, 594 (21) (458 

S.E.2d 799) (1995);  Prince v. State, 257 Ga. 84, 85-86 

(1) (355 S.E.2d 424) (1987). Moreover, as pointed out in 

Division 3, the evidence was sufficient to authorize the 

jury  to  find  that  Ms.  Chancey  was  alive  when  the 

robbery took place. 

 
[**5]  6. Lee requested a charge in the guilt-innocence 

phase that a corpse is not a person. See Lawson v. 

State, 68 Ga. App. 830 (24 S.E.2d  [*802]  326) (1943), 

overruled  by   McKee  v.  State,  73  Ga.  App.  815  (38 

S.E.2d 184) (1946). Lee wanted this instruction in order 

to support his contention that, if Ms. Chancey was dead 

when her rings were removed, there was no taking from 

a person, and therefore no armed robbery. Since this 

charge is not an accurate statement of the law, the trial 

court correctly declined to give it.   Francis, supra at 70- 

71 (1); Crowe, supra at 594 (21). 
 

 
 
The Sentencing Phase of Trial 

 
7. While awaiting trial, Lee escaped from jail on July 25, 

1995. He stole a Lincoln Town Car and drove to Florida, 

picking [***10]   up  a  hitchhiker  on  the  way. At  about 

5:00  a.m.  on  July  26,  Boynton  Beach  Police  Officer 

Jerry  Rodriguez,  a  17-year  police  veteran,  was  on 

routine patrol when he observed the Lincoln exiting a 

gravel road that led to a marina and business center. No 

businesses were open at that time of day in the area 

from which Lee was emerging and there were no 

residences in the vicinity. Because the vehicle was 

coming out of an area "where no one should be" and 

because he believed there had been previous burglaries 

in  the  area,  Officer  Rodriguez  pulled  behind  Lee's 

vehicle and attempted to make an investigatory stop. 

However, when Officer Rodriguez turned on his 

emergency lights, the Lincoln "jumped and accelerated." 

After a pursuit of about 800 yards, the Lincoln came to a 

stop and Lee and the hitchhiker bailed out and fled on 

foot. Officer Rodriguez pursued Lee, who eventually fell 

to the ground. The officer approached Lee and asked, 

"Where is the other guy?" Lee responded, "I don't know 

who he is, but I'll tell you who I am; I'm wanted for 

murder in Georgia, my name is James Lee." Lee was 

arrested and subsequently gave a statement that was 

used  by  the  State  as  non-statutory  aggravating 

evidence [***11]  in the sentencing phase. Lee asserts 

that the statement should have been suppressed as the 

fruit of an illegal investigatory stop, because Officer 

Rodriguez, based upon the totality of the circumstances, 

did not have a particularized and objective basis for 

suspecting that Lee was engaged in criminal activity. 

United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 417-418 (II) (A) 

(101 S. Ct.   690, 66 L. Ed. 2d 621) (1981);  Terry v. 

Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 21 (III) (88 S. Ct.  1868, 20 L. Ed. 2d 

889) (1968);  Vansant v. State, 264 Ga. 319, 320 (2) 

(443 S.E.2d 474) (1994). 

 
The evidence regarding this incident is uncontroverted 

and there is no question regarding the credibility of the 

witnesses.    Therefore,     HN5[ ]    "the    trial    court's 

application of the law to undisputed facts is subject to de 

novo appellate review."  Vansant, supra at 320 (1). We 

conclude  that  the  trial  court  properly  denied  Lee's 

motion to suppress. Officer Rodriguez is an experienced 

police  officer.  At  5:00  a.m.,  he  observed  a  vehicle 

exiting a business area where no residences were 

located, at a  [*803]  time when no businesses were 

open and where he believed there had been previous 

burglaries. In response to the officer's emergency lights, 

the vehicle's [***12]  occupants attempted to flee.  HN6[ 

] "Flight in connection with other circumstances may 

be sufficient probable cause to uphold a warrantless 

arrest or search ([cit.]); certainly these circumstances 

gave rise to an articulable suspicion that a criminal act 

may have been occurring so as to authorize a brief 

investigatory stop."  State v. Smalls, 203 Ga. App. 283, 

286 (2) (416 S.E.2d 531) (1992). See also  United States 

v. Briggman, 931 F.2d 705, 708-709 (11th Cir. 1991) 

(investigatory stop proper when experienced police 

officer observed suspect parked in a parking lot in a 

high crime area at 4:00 a.m., when all the nearby 

commercial   establishments  were   closed,   and   the 

suspect drove away from the officer in an evasive 

manner). Taken together, these facts are sufficient to 

establish at least an articulable suspicion that Lee was 

engaged in criminal behavior and that Officer Rodriguez 

was therefore justified in conducting an investigatory 

stop. See  Cortez, supra;  Terry, supra;  Vansant, supra at 

320 (2). The trial court did not err in allowing the 

admission of Lee's subsequent statement. 

 
8. Even though the trial court directed a verdict of 

acquittal of kidnapping  [**6]  withbodily [***13]  injury, 

the jury was authorized to find the statutory aggravating 

circumstance that the murder was committed while Lee 

was  engaged  in  the  commission  of  kidnapping  with 

bodily injury.  O.C.G.A. § 17-10-30 (b) (2).  HN7[ ] The 
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offense of kidnapping with bodily injury was sufficiently 

part of the same criminal transaction to be considered 

as and found to be a (b) (2) aggravating circumstance of 

the murder. See  Potts, supra at 720 (3);  Horton v. State, 

249 Ga. 871, 878-879 (11) (295 S.E.2d 281) (1982). 
 
9. The evidence was sufficient to support the  O.C.G.A. § 

17-10-30 (b) (7) aggravating circumstance that the 

murder was outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible or 

inhuman in that it involved an aggravated battery to the 

victim.  O.C.G.A. § 17-10-35 (c) (2);  Jackson v. Virginia, 

supra. Insofar as aggravated battery under the (b) (7) 

aggravating circumstance is concerned, only facts 

showing that the aggravated battery occurred before 

death, and was separate from the act causing 

instantaneous  death,  will  support  a  finding  of 

aggravated battery.  Davis v. State, 255 Ga. 588, 594 (3) 

(c) (340 S.E.2d 862) (1986);  Hance v. State, 245 Ga. 

856, 861-862 (3) (268 S.E.2d 339) (1980). Viewed in the 

light [***14]   most  favorable  to  the  prosecution,  the 

evidence shows that Lee shot the victim in the face and 

threw her in the back of the pickup truck, where she 

lingered for about an hour until he killed her in Charlton 

County. The jury was authorized to find the existence of 

the (b) (7) aggravating circumstance. 

 
10. The death sentence in this case was not imposed 

under the influence of passion, prejudice, or any other 

arbitrary  factor.   O.C.G.A.   [*804]   §  17-10-35  (c)  (1). 

Also, the death sentence is not excessive or 

disproportionate to the penalty imposed in similar cases, 

considering  both  the  crimes  and  the  defendant. 

O.C.G.A. § 17-10-35 (c) (3). The similar cases listed in 

the Appendix support the imposition of the death penalty 

in this case, as all involve an aggravated battery under 

the (b) (7) aggravating circumstance, or a deliberate 

killing during the commission of kidnapping with bodily 

injury or armed robbery. 
 

 
 
Judgment affirmed. All the Justices concur. 

S.E.2d 61) (1995); Christenson v. State, 262 Ga. 638 

(423 S.E.2d 252) (1992); Ward v. State, 262 Ga. 293 

(417 S.E.2d 130) (1992);  Meders v. State, 261 Ga. 806 

(411 S.E.2d 491) (1992); Todd v. State, 261 Ga. 766 

(410 S.E.2d 725) (1991); Potts v. State, 261 Ga. 716 

(410 S.E.2d 89) (1991);  Miller v. State, 259 Ga. 296 

(380 S.E.2d 690) (1989); Moon v. State, 258 Ga. 748 

(375 S.E.2d 442) (1988);  Holiday v. State, 258 Ga. 393 

(369 S.E.2d 241) (1988);  Newland v. State, 258 Ga. 172 

(366 S.E.2d 689) (1988);  Jefferson v. State, 256 Ga. 

821 (353 S.E.2d 468) (1987);  Hance v. State, 254 Ga. 

575 (332 S.E.2d 287) (1985). 
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Appendix. 
 

 
 
Mize v. State, 269 Ga. 646 (501 S.E.2d 219) (1998); 

Bishop v. State, 268 Ga. 286 (486 S.E.2d 887) (1997); 

Jones v. State, 267 Ga. 592 (481 S.E.2d 821) (1997); 

Carr  v.  State,  267  Ga.  547  (480  S.E.2d  583) 

(1997); [***15]   McClain  v.  State,  267  Ga.  378  (477 

S.E.2d 814) (1996);  Greene v. State, 266 Ga. 439 (469 

S.E.2d 129) (1996);  Crowe v. State, 265 Ga. 582 (458 

S.E.2d 799) (1995);  Mobley v. State, 265 Ga. 292 (455 
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